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PREFACE
As the dissertation study itself attests, the creation and writing
of the process involved a team of individuals.

It is difficult to name

everyone who had a part in the development of the Longmeadow Process
for Change since 1961.

Teachers, students, department chairmen, and

fellow- administrators who were at Longmeadow High School during this time

certainly had a direct influence in its creation.

Those making important

contributions during the Mt. Edgecumbe implementation year were Henry
Rosenbluth, Ruth Ann Hoar, and Rick Stevens.

Significant help in the

planning, organizing and refining of ideas through these last two years
came from my dissertation committee, Dave Flight, Harvey Scribner, and

Dick Reynolds.

I

am especially indebted to Dick Clark, my chairman, for

his support, direction, and encouragement.

The Longmeadow School Committee

made all of this possible by granting me a sabbatical leave for which
am grateful.

I

The organization and editing of the paper was a major task

and was accomplished by Nancy Eaton.

Throughout the entire project, draft

after draft was willingly typed by Harriet Panto.

It must be pointed out

that behind this project there is an "unsung heroine", my wife, Audrey
Craver, who made countless sacrifices and helped to keep in focus the goal
of the project, and who traveled from Longmeadow to Turtle Mountain, North

Dakota, to Sitka, Alaska and even to Point Hope above the Arctic Circle

with me.

It is as much her dissertation as it is mine.

and to the many unmentioned,

I

thank you.

To all mentioned
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abstract
A PROCESS FOR CONTINUOUS CHANGE
and
ITS IMPLEMENTATION AT MT

.

EDGECUMBE ESKIMO- INDIAN SCHOOL, 1974-1975

(February 1977)

EDGAR

G. CRAVER, B. S., Springfield College
M. A. University of Connecticut
Ed. D. University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr. Richard J. Clark

Because secondary schools need to accommodate the changes that
society imposes, management practices indicate that the institutions

themselves must change in order to fulfill their educating role.

In

a democratic society, they especially need to adjust their management

of organization and their styles of leadership to include the human

resources available within the institution itself.

A secondary school that began

to develop such an adjustment from

the early Sixties into the Seventies is Longmeadow High School (Longmeadow,

Massachusetts)

.

The process that evolved there was documented sufficiently

to become identified as "The Longmeadow Process For Change."

Characterized

by the principle that successful and continuous renewal must come from the

human resources within
four key components:

the school itself, the Longmeadow Process turns on

structure, openness, involvement, and evaluation.

These components become effective through the creation of a central

modification committee or analogous body whose catalyst is a change agent
or advisor.

vi

Used in the developing school, the Process was recognized by the
National Association of Secondary Schools and by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs as an appropriate instrument for the renewal of a BIA Indian
School in Turtle Mt.

,

North Dakota.

Following successful introduction

there in 1970, the Process was again selected by the Bureau for a

renewal project during 1974-75 at Mt. Edgecumbe School in Sitka, Alaska.
Here, the Longmeadow Process was introduced in an even more alien con-

text to the affluent, suburban New England one in which it had originated.
Mt. Edgecumbe School, a secondary boarding school for some 500 native

students from all parts of Alaska, was, at the time, faced with acute

internal problems as well as problems peculiar to a federally-operated

residential school in an area of rapidly changing political, economic,
and ethnic concerns.
The renewal project at Mt. Edgecumbe resulted in the adoption of
22 specific modifications, all of which were proposed through the

components of the process introduced.

More importantly, the project made

available an adaptable means for renewal so that the school could continue
to keep abreast of the changing needs of its students.

The application

of the Longmeadow Process in three uniquely different secondary schools
shows that school modification can be ongoing and most responsive to

student needs when it is the product of an involved school community

independent of personalities rather than the imposition of an authoritarian
or defensive administration devoted to the status quo

.
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INTRODUCTION
Bacon told us that "knowledge, .is power". In our
social setting, knowledge is change, and accelerating
knowledge, acquisition, fueling the great engine of technology,
means accelerating change.
.

In his study of the present pace of life as it affects our under-

standing, Toffler identifies change as the distinguishing feature of

our modern world.

of knowledge

—a

Its principal manifestation is the rapid expansion

fact that has special importance for schools and the

theories of education that organize them.

Toffler tells us:

At the rate at which knowledge is growing, by the time the
child born today graduates from college, the amount of
knowledge in the world will be four times as great. By the
time that same child is fifty years old, it will be thirty- two
times as great. By the time that same child is fifty years
old, it will be thirty- two times as great, and 97 percent of
everything known in the world will have been learned since
the time he was born.
This astonishing estimate has been frustrating educators ever since
How, as educators, can we devise a

it was acknowledged as possible.

process by which our schools can provide today's students with the learning and skills necessary to cope with tomorrow's knowledge?

With this

goal in mind, I examined my philosophy of education to insure that it

included provisions for the development of life-long, self-learners who

may continue to acquire knowledge in an informal way long after the

^ Alvin Toffler,
2 Ibid., p.

157.

Future Shock

,

(New York: Random House, 1970), p.32.

IX

formal education is completed.

Next,

I

sought for a way to insure that

students would be capable of adjusting to the rapid changes
in the world

around them and be contributing members of that society of which they
are a part.

I

decided to focus on three major goals in the education

system where

I

was a high school principal:

1)

to insure that the students acquired the basic skills
of learning;

2)

to insure that students acquired the skills of living
as participants in a rapidly changing society;

3)

to project education as a life-long process by making
the school, as nearly as possible, a microcosm of the
larger democratic society.

The initial thrust of this dissertation stemmed from my belief that

schools have been ignoring their most potent agents

— the

teachers.

A

significant responsibility of the principal of a school is to release
the creative abilities of his staff who are in constant touch with
the students.

Frequently these teachers are aware of the need for change

but are frustrated in attempts to bring about change by a system that is

built on a pyramid structure with all change initiating from the top
down through the ranks of supervisors until it reaches those who will
carry out their directions.

To counteract this structure, I had

developed over a period of thirteen years as principal of Longmeadow,
Massachusetts High School, a process model for bringing about change
by the participation of those who were to put change into operation.

A unique opportunity was offered me to use this process at a school
that not only wanted reorganization and change but would have to close
if change could not be accomplished.

This school in Sitka, Alaska, is

Mt. Edgecumbe Indian-Eskimo School serving approximately 500 secondary

X

school students from over a hundred
remote villages where life has

changed comparatively little in over
2000 years.

Toffler's estimate of

the growth rate of knowledge is minimal
when compared to the knowledge

that these students must gain just to be
ready to learn.
In spite of these good intentions, life
for a child is
not pleasant and as the children say, is
'too different’.
It is too rushed, too scheduled, too
public, and too
judged.
The same children who I have known in the
villages here look depressed in the classical sense
of
being apathetic as well as the psychological
sense of
being sad. Part of this is the obvious and necessary
consequence of being away from home, but only part.
The
rest lies in the nature of what they go away to, the
nature
of their day-to-day life in the school complex. 3

When and if native students survive this culture shock at
Mt. Edgecumbe
School, they must be prepared to meet, upon graduation, the
effects of
the white man's world upon their villages.

These native people are the

possessors of a land that is rich in resources
other minerals

— which

— fish,

furs, oil, and

the larger society needs to maintain its life style.

Hardly a village has remained unaffected by the building of the Alaskan
Pipeline.

The United States government has acknowledged the Alaskan

Natives' rights to their lands by passing the Native Land Claims Act of
1971 which provides for land, money, and corporations to be established

and managed by natives.

People only a few years away from a hunting-

bartering style of life must be prepared to run their villages as moneymaking corporations.

By the Land Claims Act, people of another culture

are being forced to cope with a new way of life within the span of only

^Carol Feldman, "Report For Mt. Edgecumbe School Committee On
Human Development," (Chicago: University of Chicago, October 1970),
p.

2.

xi
a few years.

Already the clash of cultures is manifested in the number

of Alaskan Native deaths from alcoholism or
alcoholic psychosis which is
6.5 times higher than in the general population of the
United States. 4

Alcoholism probably plays a role in the extremely high
accident rates
among the Alaskan natives.

Deaths per 100,000 from accidents among

persons over 25 years of age in 1966 were 58.0 for all races in the
United States as compared with 236.5 for the Alaskan natives.

Suicide

rates are twice as high, and homicide rates are four times as high among

Alaskan Natives as in the general population of the United States.

This

high rate of self-destructive behavior very likely expresses a desire to

withdraw and escape from the pressures of change.-*
The Mt. Edgecumbe School offered a curriculum that had little or no

relationship to the new life that their graduates must be prepared to

meet as future leaders

.

Although the brightest and most academically

motivated native children attended this school, many dropped out before
graduation.

To alleviate such problems, the school realized that it must

become more responsive to the students

1

needs by preparing them to

understand the changes that are taking place and by providing them with
the skills to control and understand their reactions constructively.

Because the school can be a microcosm of the society that is producing

4 John J. Hanlon, "Interaction Between Man and The Arctic Environment,"
Archeology and Enrivonmental Health Vol. 25 (October, 1972) p. 237.
,

5 Ibid, p.

238.

,

xii

change, the school can help students develop the skills of living by

developing an understanding of and participation in the decision-making
processes of the school.

Such a development of student responsibility

b e shown in the following pages, which explain how the Mt. Edgecumbe

School used the Longmeadow Process to help meet student needs both in
the present and for the future.

.

1

CHAPTER

I

THE LONGMEADOW PROCESS FOR SCHOOL REORGANIZATION

During the Sixties a great questioning period in all facets of our
society began.
I

People were asking, "Why is it done this way?"

do it the way I want to?"

"What are my rights?"

"Why can't

In the area of

secondary education, teachers, students, parents, and special interest
groups were clamoring for change, and too often school administrators

reacted defensively by withdrawal from the scene of protest.

In so

doing, educators inadvertently strengthened the walls against change.
«

They failed to recognize in those questioning people a tremendous energy

that could be harnessed positively to bring about change in an orderly
and lasting way.

Obviously, some systematic means for bringing about a

modification of our schools was needed in order to avoid a reactionary
stance destructive of effective educational growth in the schools
One of the most outspoken proponents of change in education is
Don Glines, Director of Planning for the California Department of Education.

In his book, Creating Humane Schools , Glines maintains that the

biggest obstacle to change in a school is the lack of a real commitment
to a change philosophy:

"Many teachers and administrators get impatient

when change is discussed because they want to know 'how'... they don't

want the 'philosophy'." 1 Usually these educators are soon lost; they do
not make the effort to understand the rationale for a particular change,

1 Don E. Glines, Creating Humane Schools
Campus Publishers, 1973), p. 7.

,

(Mankato, Minnesota:

2

and they quickly retreat with the excuse, "We couldn't do that
here,"
or

We must move more slowly."

Similarly, William Van Til writes about

the roadblocks to reform in the Seventies.

He concludes:

Yet, perhaps a historian looking back from his
vantage point in the future may report that
the greatest block to the proposals of the high
school reformers of the mid-1970s was not the
varied views of educators. The greatest block
m i?ht prove to be the total social setting of
the time, racked by economic malaise, energy
shortage, international tension, polluted environment, maldistribution of income, unemployment,
'stagflation'; uncongenial to new educational
centers, organizations, and institutions on the
scale envisaged; unreceptive to hosts of young
people seeking meaningful jobs and social involvement in a socially and economically troubled society. 2

*

Van Til overlooks one additional block; the lack of a well-defined process
for creating and implementing change, a process that might well serve to

reduce many of the blocks he has identified if it were to be incorporated
into our schools.
Of course, educators have been aware of this need for many years,

and many approaches have been tried.

One of the most popular in the 1950s

and 1960s was the Federal Educational Change Process which was patterned
In it, an authority figure at the top of the

on a military system.

institutional hierarchy would pass down directions as to how things should
be done.

Ernest

R.

House, as mentioned in Goodlad's book. The Dynamics

of Educational Change

,

provides an interesting description and analysis

of the "research, development, diffusion (R-D-D) model into Federal

2 William

p.

494.

Van Til, "One Way Of Looking At It

"
f

Kappan (March, 1975),

3

educational policy and practice.

Those employing the system, being

outside of the schools and oriented elsewhere, have control over the
R&D segments and declining power and understanding as they move out-

ward to diffusion.

Actually, the research and development had

little connection with diffusion, and none at all with the targets;

consequently, the process lost its effect: House notes that "the

practitioner operates in a context essentially foreign to the developer

Goodlad regards the late 1950s through the late 1960s as "The
Schooling Decade," a time when many school reforms were legislated:
The Schooling Decade began with concern and
curricular reform to assure that schools
would perform their traditional functions
well.
It ended with the expectation, fast
fading by 1967, that they would assure everything ever envisioned in the American Dream. 5
Ironically, the new infrastructure produced
by the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
included almost every component to improve
education but the schools themselves.
Furthermore the Act did not provide any means
to transmit reforms to the schools. 6
,

Obviously, the bureaucratic milieu for change was more a theory than a

reality for action.

Goodlad concludes:

By the mid-1960s, there probably were only a
few dozen thoroughly non-graded or team-taught

3 John I. Goodlad, The Dynamics of Educational Change
Responsive Schools (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975) p. 15.
,

4 Ibid.

,

p.

5 Ibid.

,

pp.

®Ibid.

,

p.

15.

43-44.
45

,

:

Toward

.

4

elementary schools in the United States, and such
innovations scarcely touched the high schools in
spite of popular books on these subjects. But most
school districts reported consideration of them.
Acceptance of these ideas frequently became confused
with implementation of plans. A common occurrence
was adoption without implementation or adaptation
within existing structures that is, a bending of
the new to the old. For example, the old practice
of interclass achievement grouping often was
described as non-grading, which it is not. In
essence, this was an effort to innovate without
really changing anything. 7

—

As a practicing principal during the Schooling Decade, I can attest
to the pleasure in encouraging teachers to participate in many summer

and year-long Federal programs.

A school benefitted from good public

relations by announcing how many of its staff were participating each
summer in college and university programs all over the nation.

However,

with few exceptions, no follow-up reports were ever made, no curriculum
changes were introduced, or new methods of instruction were implemented
as a result of these experiences.

Unfortunately, the schools themselves

failed to provide a procedure or process for the dissemination and im-

plementation of the valuable resources newly available in the increased
knowledge of the returning faculty member

During the "Schooling Decade" a great deal of attention by all
large
segments of society was paid to the reforming of education, and

government
sums of money were poured into the reforming plans by both

7 Goodlad,

p 35.

5

and private sectors.

I

believe that the failure of all this effort and

money to bring about significant change in the day-to-day classroom
learning situation was largely due to the refusal of administrators and

society as a whole to recognize the schools as a social system capable
of changing itself.

Goodlad calls this school social system a "natural

system" while Seymour Sarason describes it as a "culture."

Both see the

schools as an ecosystem not to "be adequately understood in terms of its

isolated components and their separate operation, but only as an
interrelated whole."8
The school has to be the focal point of any reform or reconstruction
of public education; consequently, people primarily affected by any change

must be included directly in planning the change process if it is to have
any lasting success.

The individual school with its students, teachers,

and principal is the proper place to initiate change in the educational

program so that change is an internal procedure from its very inception.
Goodlad explains:
The idea of planning and conducting efforts
to improve the schools from the outside
certainly did not originate with the events
and procedures just described {.Federal interHowever, the massive nature of this
ventionj
effort and the amount of money made available,
in relative terms at least, tended to obscure
other rationales and activities .. .Concentration
on the R-D-D model during the 1960s and early
1970s tended to obscure and diminsh long-standing,
more inner-oriented approaches to educational
improvement. Most of these involve some kind
.

^Goodlad, pp. xiii-xix.

9

6

of partnership or change agent-client
relationship but concentrate on the interests
of persons inside the institution. .The literature
of planned change suggests two formidable sets
of obstacles frustrating the whole array of
change strategies from those seeking to mount
and diffuse large-scale innovation to those
with modest goals focused on small groups of
teachers. An obvious one has to do with the
drives, needs, and personalities of individuals
.

.

However, if teachers are included in the process of decision-making and

change as involved, primary agents, their natural tendency is to want
to improve their own individual situation

larger concerns and needs.

— sometimes

at the expense of

Goodlad defends a responsive model for

bringing about change, one that can build on teacher-needs.

A virtue of the responsive model is its fundamental
appeal to people to improve their habitat, an appeal
which has challenged humankind down through the
centuries. Consequently, its usefulness is in
reconstructing the institutions we already have.
"To make this a better place for those of us who
The
live and work here" becomes a rallying call.
relationship between effort and reward is reasonably
clear... the questioner usually has in mind material
rewards and the assumption implied is that, without
new material incentives, teachers "won't play." We
feel quite comfortable in replying to the effect that
teachers are motivated, given the freedom, simply by
10
the opportunity to redesign their work places.
External input for social change which does not take into account
the unique conditions of schools and does not involve the participants

long-term
in the decisions and planning process is unlikely to have any

9 Goodlad, p.

10 Goodlad, p.

17.

212.

;

7

effect.

With this principle in mind, the author of this study
took part

in building a process model that evolved during the Schooling
Decade to

promote selected innovations in a public secondary school in Longmeadow,
Massachusetts.

It was a response

—a

counterbalance to the external

forces that were springing up to direct the schools and a reaction to

outside circumstances that took from the school, control of its own
business.

Goodlad also notes that outside forces began supporting

modification efforts and "toward the end of the School Decade, concern
was shifting more and more to the functions being performed by schools,

with particular attention to human rights

.

For example

"

,

courts were

finding against the schools and for the students concerning their rights
to wear long hair and unconventional modes of attire as self-expressions;

by court order, students variously groomed had to be considered school
citizens in good standing.

The usual policy of many school administrators

was to grant students a freedom such as this one only when the courts

demanded it or when the states legislated it; a more democratic

procedure would be the extension of a change process that had been

developed within the school for teachers and administrators in order to
include students as active participants in school matters of this type
and reorganization.

A conscious, articulated, and publically known process is
prerequisite for achieving meaningful change.

Furthermore, it is

especially important that the ongoing educational program is not unduly

disrupted by the adoption of new policies

,

programs

,

and procedures

consequently, the school process, as seen in the Longmeadow experience,
depends on components that insure stability while inviting new ideas,

.

8

their application and evaluation.

As a result of these concerns, a process was developed as a plan of

action which a school could use to institute its own reorganization.

It

is composed of a series of developmental stages that are characterized

by differences in the nature and distribution of role responsibilities

among the modification planners, their advisor, and the implementors
of the modification.

It provides for growth and development in what may

be called the "vertical" and "horizontal" dimensions of the school.

The

"vertical" dimension is defined as a movement of the creative force for
change from lower to higher levels of authority in the school community;
the "horizontal" dimension is concerned with the broadening of partici-

pation in the decision-making procedure to bring about change by those
who will be affected by such change.

In the process developed in

Longmeadow, four major components can be identified:
(2)

openness,

(3)

involvement, and

(4)

evaluation.

(1)

structure,

The first component,

structure, is necessary for organization, and it includes committees,

advisors, and administrators.
1)
2)

3)

4)

The goals of the structure are:

to develop efficiency and positive relationships;
to temper administrative control;
to insure that all areas of the school are represented;
to promote involvement, openness, and eventual
evaluation

A central committee is the primary part and agent for implementing
the other parts of the model.

Its membership represents students,

teachers, parents, administrators, and citizens of the community which
the school serves.

Points to be noted in its organization are:

1)

its

establishment as the medium to explore opportunities for modification;

:

9
2)

selected by school administrators, its participants are to be teachers
and students who have indicated an interest in change and, preferably,
are unpaid volunteers who are not involved in implementing change;

3)

the

initial exclusion of the administrative staff from membership in such a
committee;

4)

the recognition of committee consensus by democratic

processes as the means of attaining recommendations for change.
The respect for consensus or general agreement in the operation of
the central committee is crucial in the modification process for several

reasons
1)

2)

Consensus eliminates the usual chain of
authority as the main means of achieving
change.
The respect for consensus creates a condition
where all members are equals; thus their ideas
will be equally received and discussed.

3)

Members of a committee who have accepted
the authority of consensus seem to try
harder to understand all points of view.

4)

Consensus minimizes minority positions which
tend to develop into opposition groups and
consequent fragmentation.

5)

Consensus reduces authoritarian power-factors
during the creative process of assessing
problems and developing alternatives.

6)

7)

Consensus encourages the emergence of previously
hidden or unacceptable ideas as possible
alternatives to existing modes.
Consensus promotes open access to information
and ideas.

s

:

^
10

Hirschowitz elaborates on the value of consensus in his group

problem-solving procedure
In addition to encouraging some clarification of
person and position by everyone present, the
leader asks questions which create opportunities
for mutual clarification and refinement of the
group's goal and purpose. Any uncertainty or ambiguity
about the group's objectives, sanctions
or ligitimacy should be absolutely clarified in
this phase, but consensual acceptance of the
group's primary problem-solving tasks must be
achieved .... If by the end of the first meeting
there is no such consensus, it may be necessary
for group members to return to their respective
agencies and secure further clarification of their
personal mandates .... Group members continue to
interact until consensus about the group
proposal has been established. When this point is
reached, the group's mission is concluded.
'

Openness in the process

The second component is openness , which

.

is necessary to dispel any hidden or secret motives on the part of the

committee members and the entire school community.

Openness can foster

improved communication among all divisions of the school because it
increases understanding and trust; furthermore, it thereby reduces resistance to change and encourages voluntarism.

Dorwin Cartwright emphasizes

that in order to bring about an acceptance of the need, planning, and

consequences of change, all elements of the change must be shared with
"all relevant people in the group that is undergoing change."

12

HRalph G. Hirschowitz, "Small Group Methods in the Promotion of
Change Within Interagency Networks: Leadership Models" in The Group As
Agent Of Change ed. Alfred Jacobs and Wilford Spradlin (New York:
Behavioral Publications, 1974) p. 233.
,

,

12Dorwin Cartwright, "Achieving Change in People" in Creating Social
Change , ed. Gerald Zultman, et al. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston,
1972), p. 81.

;

;

11

The need for open communication is absolutely essential in his concept of

group process.

Cartwright cites a study by Newcombe (1947) which has

shown how one of the first consequences of mistrust and hostility is the

avoidance of communicating openly and freely about the things producing
the tension.

..

.Until these restraints are removed, there can be little

hope for any real and lasting changes in the group's functioning. "13

The successful development of openness is dependent upon the exercise
of effective administrative leadership.

Bass makes the distinction

between a successful leader who uses his position power (authority)
to get a job done and a subordinate who does a task because only he has

been told to do so.

Bass's successful leader accomplished his job by

his personal power which causes the subordinate to agree that, "yes, the
job had to be done. "14

To foster and maintain openness, the Longmeadow Process includes:
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

Holding open meetings at times when all can
attend
Announcement of the meeting agenda beforehand;
Awareness by all staff members that meeting
affords time for the group to explain, interpret,
and answer questions, and to receive suggestions;
Regular reporting of modification committee actions;
Rotation of membership from year to year.

Involvement in the process

.

Since successful change cannot be

implemented or meaningful without a broad base of support, involvement is
the third component.
1)

2)

The goals of involvement are fourfold:

To insure an understanding of the process
of change
To reduce the degree of threat which is
part of change;

—
12

3)

4)

To create an attitude of commitment to
continuous change;
To encourage contribution to the change
effort.

In schools, involvement is achieved in several ways, some of which are:
1)

2)
3)

Committees of staff members and students
can be developed for special studies of
existing problems and needs.
In-service workshops can be scheduled.
Interdepartmental liaison assignments
for staff members can be established in
conjunction with the writing of surveys
and the gathering and interpreting of
data.

Involvement includes all those who are primarily affected by the school
the students, teachers, community, and administrators.

Some means of

attaining involvement can be much more beneficial than others.
during the 1960s

,

For example,

teachers were individually involved in the push for

curriculum reforms supported by the Federal government and private
foundations.

However, the teachers were more the target of the reforms

than equal participants in bringing about change.

These teachers learned

innovative procedures independent of the school operational structure.
The individual teacher was updated in the latest curriculum materials;

although he advanced his personal and professional growth, little school

reform resulted.

Another attempt to involve teachers was accountability.

The

accountability movement of the late Sixties resulted in accelerating
teacher unionism and the passage of protective state laws for teachers, such
as collective bargaining.

This reaction to accountability resulted in

teacher militancy and a withdrawal of teachers from creative, innovative
change in order to protect themselves from impossible performance demands
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and questionable evaluative procedures.

A counterbalance was needed if

teachers were to return as a positive force for reform.

Opportunity for

teacher involvement outside and inside the formal, traditional depart-

mental structure had to be created in order for teachers to participate
in discussions and decision-making in the schools.

The fourth component of the Longmeadow Process is the evaluation of

modification since continuous assessment of the process and product of
change must be a regular function of any meaningful change process.

In

the Longmeadow Process, the central change committee has a monthly review
of the participation of all personnel and a review of the open communica-

tion between the modification committee and all departments and the

personnel within each department.

The committee must have alternative

routes for communication if regular channels have been ineffective for
some reason; consequently, the model should never be imbedded in

"administrative concrete" but flexible.

To encourage flexibility, a

special task force composed of non-involved, change-experienced people
from both inside and outside the school should be members of an

evaluation committee.

They should be invited to review and evaluate the

achievements of the overall

change program at least once a year , and to

determine whether or not the central committee is attaining its goals.
Additionally, the central committee can develop its own system to evaluate
the accomplishments that have been recommended as a result of this process.

A new process for change is of prime importance if education is to
keep pace with the advance of knowledge and changing needs of students
both now and in the future.

The Longmeadow Process which was developed
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during the disturbing era of the Sixties, stresses the need for a continuous change process that is built into the operational program of
the school and includes involvement and openness among all those affected

by changes.

Prior change efforts have too often relied upon a single authoritative

administrative figure outside the school to give direction and impetus to
change from within the school.

Lasting change has not been the result.

Even when the recognition of innovation and change was agreed upon and

initiated, the innovation was often abandoned in favor of some old,

familiar way

-

even if acknowledged as adequate when the force behind the

change left the scene.

When efforts toward change failed, resentment and

resistance to any subsequent new ideas increased.

These negative results

can be reduced by replacing the authority-figure with a broad base of

involved people participating on an equal or near-equal basis from both
inside and outside the school itself.

Development of the process at Longmeadow High School

.

In 1961, the

establishment of a department chairman position was the beginning of an
attempt to broaden the base of decision-making at Longmeadow High School.
Prior to this time, policy was determined almost exclusively by the school

administration (the superintendent, principal and assistant principal)
in conjunction with the town-elected school committee.

Once subject-areas

were determined and designated "departments," their chairmen were brought

together into an Administrative Council.

As a group, the Council was

responsible principally for maintaining curriculum development.

Since

there was no way for students to be heard in this process, a new group was

established in 1963 to bring students, with the support of teacher advisors

.
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into decision-making and the change
process.

This new group, the Joint

Committee, provided a combined membership
of teachers and students in
equal numbers— its

purpose being the development of policy and

regulations which directly concern students.

No major administrator,

such as the principal or assistant principal,
could be a member of this

m

group

contrast to the Administrative Council, whose chairman
is the

school principal
The omission of an administrator from the Joint Committee
was

deliberate in order to encourage the presentation of ideas without the

possible inhibiting presence of administrative judgment since the purpose
this group could be to search for alternatives to existing procedures.

Because administrators are perceived as representing "establishment,"

especially by students, their presence may have a negative or restraining
effect.

Also, the recognition of power and status ascribed to the

position can be intimidating to persons lower in the school hierarchy.
Argyris notes, for example, the possibility of those with less power

attempting to control those with more power to the detriment of organizational effectiveness.

Reynolds, in a study of institution building in

Bangladash, notes that effective leadership involves a process of role-

sharing since leadership roles are too complex to be managed by one person
alone.

Since eventually the administrator could have the opportunity to

react to new proposals, he could promote fresh contributions best by

refraining from judgments until proposals are aired.

An ex-officio member

of a student-oriented committee, the principal would be passive since one
of his main responsibilities is to manage the academic program and to keep
the school on its stated course.

Furthermore, the principal must

.
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encourage all members of the school to
become involved in the learning
and living in the school, since the school
is, in some sense, a microcosm
of the society for which the school is
preparing citizens.

The leadership

of the principal is necessarily directed
towards the day-to-day problems
of such a miniature democracy in which
students are learning and practicing
the skills necessary to participate in the
larger society immediately

ter their graduation from high school

With the administration otherwise involved, the
Joint Committee and
the Administrative Council holds meetings that are
open to both faculty

and students during the school day.

A key factor in this arrangement is

that the members of these committees be known in the spring
so that

meeting- times can be scheduled into their regular school programs.

By

the distribution of the minutes of each meeting to all departments, the

Administrative Council can communicate to the entire faculty; likewise,
the Joint Committee can communicate to the entire student body through

student, grade-level councils. Additionally, a liaison position

coordinates the Administrative Council and the Joint Committee.

With

the formation of these two groups, the change process enables both

faculty and students to have representation and direct involvement in
school organization.

The change process thus included representatives from

each group directly affected by any innovation or revision.
In 1972 when the school went through a self-evaluation process for

regional accreditation purposes, a separate volunteer group of teachers
and students was established as a Steering Committee.

As a result,

twenty sub-committees were established, covering every facet of the school
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life.

These structures invited the
participation of the community, the

secretarial, maintenance, and food
service personnel in the evaluation of

programs and the promotion of change.
suggested by national standards

(

In accordance with the format

Evaluative Criteria 1970)

,

these

committees included not only teachers, but students
and parents as well.
These open-participation, organizational sturctures
supported the credit-

ability of the evaluation program and the continuance
of them in the

ongoing Longmeadow Process Model for Change.

Again, no administrator

was appointed to the Steering Committee of this
self-evaluation.
In 1970 Longmeadow High School was selected by the
National

Association of Secondary School Principals and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs
as one of three public schools in the nation to work with three
Bureau

schools as part of a Title III project.

The focus of this project was

bo bring the Bureau schools into the mainstream of American secondary

education by means of the existing managerial and administrative skills
found in the public schools.

Because of the achievements of Longmeadow

High School, its principal was paired with the principal of Turtle

Mountain Indian School, Belcourt, North Dakota, to exchange ideas and to
share skills relating to the management of change.

The inclusion of

Longmeadow High School in the Title III project caused retrospection on
my part as to just what factors and procedures had, in fact, evolved so
that the Longmeadow Process could be transmitted to the faculty and

administration of Turtle Mountain School.

The components mentioned

earlier in the chapter began in 1961 when, as the new principal in a
school where emotions ran high, I attempted to pull everyone back to the

business of educating the students.

Then the stages of the process began

.
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to form so as to be identifiable later as a
possible model to be applied
to the needs of the Turtle Mountain School and
elsewhere.

During a week's visit by the Longmeadow principal to
the Turtle
Mountain School, an assessment of needs and proposals for
reorganization
there were made.

Following the involvement component of the Longmeadow

Process, one proposal was made to expand the Title III project to include

both teachers and students in an exchange program.

In this proposal, the

Longmeadow instruments for encouraging involvement would be used at Turtle

Mountain in order to include student participation in the development of
new policy and programs

Another element in reorganization of the Turtle Mountain School would
be the use of outside consultants in helping to make meaningful assess-

ments.

The exchange of teachers, students, and administrators would

serve to bring to the fore some of the known, but unstated, concerns at
the Turtle Mountain School.

The Longmeadow Process creates and sustains changes by means of
structure, openness, involvement, and evaluation.

Its successful implemen-

tation at Longmeadow High School and at Turtle Mountain School demonstrates
its effectiveness for public secondary education and may be found useful

where change is desired, where the structures for doing so are obsolete
or ineffectual.

Another school in need of change, yet lacking an

adequate model for change, presented itself in the unusual example of
Mt. Edgecumbe Eskimo-Indian Boarding School, which, in 1974-75 adopted the

Longmeadow Process as the instrument to redirect itself in an effort to
effect desired and worthwhile change.

,
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CHAPTER

II

AN ALASKAN NATIVE SCHOOL IN NEED OF MODIFICATION
In 1947 the United States government turned
over the Sitka Naval

Base to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for a school.

Since then, Mt. Edgecumbe

Eskimo-Indian Boarding School has been operated by the Bureau of
Indian
Affairs as a secondary school for Alaskan natives in Sitka, the former

territorial capital.

Eligibility for enrollment at the school requires

that a student be at least one-quarter native and have no other secondary

school available to him within the State of Alaska.

Enrollment has been

maintained at approximately five hundred students since its establishment.
Additionally, the curriculum offerings, school regulations, and policies

continued to remain static, while the needs of the native population
changed significantly.

The establishment of statehood in 1959 increased

the desire, as well as the desirability, for Alaska to assume responsi-

bility for educating its own youth, and so to release the Bureau of
Indian Affairs from performing this function.

The transition from a

territorial status was difficult for the natives since many felt secure
in their long-standing, custodial relationship with the Bureau.

When

given the alternative of a state-operated school, most natives chose to
remain with the existing Bureau-controlled and operated schools. 1
In addition to statehood, the more recent Land Claims Act of 1971

has effected a major and continuing shift in the educational needs of the

native Alaskan population.

The major provisions of this bill are:

If rank Darnell, "The Pedagogical Situation" in Education in the North
Frank Darnell, (Fairbanks: Arctic Institute of North America and the
Center for Northern Education Research of the University of Alaska, 1972)

ed.

p.

320.

,
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g ant of one billion dollars over
twenty years to the Alaskan natives;
(2) a grant of forty million
acres of land; and (3) the
establishment of
twelve, regional, native
corporations to manage this money and
acreage. It
is the third feature of the
Land Claims Act that has had the
greatest impact
on education because it creates
an immediate and continuing need for
educated natives to assume the
responsibilities that corporation management requires.
Planners, lawyers, village managers,
bankers, land developers, surveyors, bookkeepers, and
accountants are but a few of the

many trained personnel required to
implement the Land Claims provisions.
To provide skills and background for
these new roles, Mt. Edgecumbe School

would need to expand its traditional curriculum
offering significantly.
For several years, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
had known that change
was needed at the Mt. Edgecumbe School.

The Juneau Regional Office of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, in order to assess the problems,
initiated a

number of studies as well as an evaluation of Mt. Edgecumbe.

Three studies reported that the school was not meeting native
requirements.

In 1970, Carol Feldman was invited to study Mt. Edgecumbe School

to try to answer the question,

"Why are Eskimo children who are extremely

bright becoming listless and unimpressive high school students and finally
not going on to anything else?"2

she reported that "everyone speaks well

of the students, everyone is concerned about their welfare and their

problems of adjustment in a new culture far from home; everyone is concerned

2Feldman, p.

1.
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children have a good
opportunity to learn so that they
can make
a go of it in the predominant
white culture, and everyone
is aware of

cerned with the special
problems of education of this
racial
subculture... ."3
owever, she does conclude
that, "In spite of these
good intentions life for a
child is not pieasent and as the
chiidren say,
is
too different
it is too rushed, too
scheduled, too public and too
,

.

judged. "4

From my initial contact w th
Mt
.

Edgecumbe; z CQncluded that
despite the best of intentions and
goodwill, the school staff lacked a
_

conceptual frame for dealing with
these very real problems that
Dr. Feldman had identified.

Most of the resident students attending
Mt. Edgecumbe School were
members of a deeply-knit, familial group
who were being exposed to an
essentially foreign culture that was often hostile
to their values.

For

example, a minor but perpetual source of
irritation was the refusal by the

students to flush toilets.

Water is a priceless commodity in the Arctic

regions, and the wasteful act of flushing contradicted
all their home training to conserve water.

The Dorm Aides, who are responsible for student

discipline and training outside of the classroom, lacked an
understanding
of Arctic household customs; consequently, these personnel
called the

native children "dirty"— which they were

not— and

hostility, of course,

ensued.

The students

'

family training to eschew any activity that might make

another person look foolish, incapable or stupid, had the effect of placing

^Feldman, p. 1.
4lbid., p. 2.
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classroom competition.

It even made students uncomfortable
about

being placed in the position of
supplying the "right" answer.

Teachers

were apt to judge such students as
apathetic and dull because the
students were reluctant to speak up
in class and correct each others' mistakes.

Ironically, the courtesy of one culture
communicated ineptitude

to another culture.

as this one.

Obviously, one must be alert to cultural mores
such

Similarly, Reynolds found in Bangladesh that
adopting native

means of communication was necessary in order to
open relations between
teachers and students.
In yet another way , the Alaskans expressed their
native sensitivity
to personal feelings.

In the classroom, the teacher would know he was

being accepted by the students when he became the butt of gentle
teasing
immediately followed by the admission, "I jokes."

By this admission, the

Alaskans are able to make their criticism or joke while protecting the
dignity of the teased person (and possibly, the safety of the teaser)

Cultural factors were not the only obstacles to student growth at
Mt. Edgecumbe.

Feldman's study suggests some of the complex procedural

causes of student discontent and lack of achievement.

Her study points

to matters which could be corrected by school management:

Most of the more oppressive features of life
here seem to be unintentionally oppressive,
procedures created with excellent intentions.
There are two mechanisms primarily which seem
to have soured these good intentions.
One is
a lack of feedback. The people who initiate
procedures do not seem to look at the consequences with an eye to later revision indeed,
in all areas, the mechanisms of change are
ambiguous

—
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Tte second TOehan! 3 !" that
operates to turn wellgestures ^to daily unhappiness
for
Iht children is a
the
special and complex kind of
he Staff t0 colranun icate in
an issue!
lented and
goal-directed way, which should not
be confused Wlth a failure
to meet and talk— an
activity which is found in abundance.
The problem is that the talking
goes in steps
up the many layers in the chain
of command and
ends to get lost, is not communicated
to all
involved parties (academic and dorm
staff are
both concerned that they won't have
any contact
with one another) , and is not focused
around
concrete action it gets lost in an apparent
quicksand of government bureaucracy, forms,
and
ambiguity about who is empowered to make
a decision.
In considering the relationships of staff
and faculty to student

problems, Dr. Feldman reports:
The

staff at all levels feels frustrated and
3 of criticism from the many
layers of
remote and ambiguous bureaucracy above them.
This produces a kind of apathy in the teaching
and a harshness in the dormitory staff of which
the children ultimately become the victims.
a-f ra-i

<

In 1973 a review of the educational administration at Mt.
Edgecumbe
School was requested of the Alaska Area Deputy Director of the
Bureau of

Indian Affairs by the regional office in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

A

Bureau of Indian Affairs field representative was put in charge of a special
team to make a review and report the findings.

The resulting Hopkins

Report focused on gathering information in three basic areas of the

educational program at Mt. Edgecumbe School.

This information would then

be used to help in making and supporting specific decisions concerning the

future administration of the school.

The basic areas of consideration

were the adequacy of school staffing, the quality of supervision, and

^Feldman, p.
6 Feldman,

3.

p. 4
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the adequacy of the
organizational structure in
the school.

-

One

could be used for administrative
purposes as

well as for instructional
purposes at the school.

Under "Special

Concerns" the report concludes:
The type of educational program
reflected at
Mt. Edgecumbe seems to be
a good one and to
show that curriculum modifications
are made to
reflect changes in the characteristics
of the
student body. The total educational
program is well
taken and is being conducted in
a satisfactory
manner
most every respect. There does not
appear to be any need that is not
being met, at
least not any serious ones. Secondly,
there is
ample staff for performing all needed
services and
here are ample financial resources
made available
to the school.
The school is in such an ideal

m

position that there is very little room
left for
explanations for not performing all services
at
more than satisfactory level. There is
very little
room left for mistakes.
The Hopkins report was made after a four-day
visitation by Bureau
of Indian Affairs employees.

From their view-point, all indications were

positive that the school was satisfactorily meeting
the needs of its
students at that time.
Report.

This conclusion is inconsistent with the Feldman

The Hopkins Report concluded that "the total educational
program

is well taken and is being conducted in a satisfactory
manner in most

every respect."

In contrast to the Feldman Report of three years earlier,

this assessment was based on less intense and objective research.

Between

the time of the Feldman and the Hopkins reports, there were no signifi-

cant school changes; consequently, the Hopkins Report appears to be less

valid than that of Feldman.
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Five months later, in April
1974, the Acting Superintendent of
Mt. Edgecumbe gathered information
reflected in Table 2 - 5 as requested

by the Commissioner of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

This information

further underminded the Hopkins Report
conclusions.

TABLE NO.

1

CLASS AVERAGE TEST RESULTS USING THE
CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR GRADES
NINE THROUGH TWELVE

GRADE

GRADE POINT AVERAGE

B'Y

YEAR

1973

1972

1962

12

8.9

9.4

11.2

11

8.1

9.3

10.3

10

7.3

7.7

9.4

9

6.5

6.6

8.6

these statistics class average test results for the California
Achieve-

ment Test for the years 1973, 1972
student performance.

,

and 1962, show a downward trend in

Additionally, anti-social behavior increased as we

see in the following table:

TABLE NO.

2

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS INVOLVED IN ANTISOCIAL INCIDENTS IN ORDER OF PROMINENCE

YEaR

PERCENTAGE

1973-1974

18%

1972-1973

26%

1962-1963

2%
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TABLE NO.

3

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF STUDENT
EXPLOSIONS AND SUSPENSIONS
YEAR

NO. OF STUDENTS

PERCENTAGE

1973-1974

30

6%

1972-1973

13

3%

1962-1963

2

.3%

TABLE NO. 4

NUMBER OF STUDENT DROPOUTS FOR ALL REASONS

YEAR

NO. OF STUDENTS

PERCENTAGE

1973-1974

133

20%

1972-1973

75

18%

1962-1963

12

1.9%

Drinking and related incidents comprise about 80% of the anti-social
incidents.

The other 20% involves "AWOLS," fighting, stealing, suicide

attempts, drug experimentation, and sexual behavior (in that order).

No

attempt was made to explain the dramatic increase in anti-social incidents.
However, according to Acting Superintendent Merbach, the major reason for
the increase in the number of dropouts was the desire of village parents
to have their children at home.

A second reason was the enactment of a

new suspension policy in response to the reduction of the State drinking
age to nineteen.

The school would now send home students who were found

drinking more than three times.
The inconsistency between the Feldman, Hopkins, and Merbach reports
points up confusion and lack of understanding, especially of secondary

educational needs of the Alaskan natives.

A fourth report, completed by
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seven of the twelve native-incorporated
associations' and submitted to the

Alaskan State-Operated School System,
expresses concern over the lack of
native involvement in the schools.

This report in February 1974, revealed

that "The schools constitute a foreign
education system in rural Alaska,
and the expectations of the schools have
not grown out of the expectations
of the community.

Rather, they have been imposed from without." 7

Mt. Edgecumbe School, the only
all-native boarding school run by the Bureau

of Indian Affairs in Alaska, was one
of the schools included by the

natives in this assessment.

As a result of the native report, enormous

community concern was generated.

The report used letters, question-

naires, telephone and radio conversations, home
visits, and months of

discussion by parents, school boards, councils, and
committees to gather
information and to produce two fundamental recommendations.

In the words

of their proposal, the native associations required
that "the educational

system in rural Alaska must be built around the life styles of
the people,
thus indicating a need for bicultural curriculum and bilinqual
instruction."

This principle would insure self-determination of the rural peoples
of
Alaska.

One of the member associations contributing to the report
Chiefs

— recognizes

— the

Tanana

the underlying problem: "The primary need of children

in this region was identified as the need to experience continuity among

significant life experiences."

This comment suggests that parents should

have a greater voice in determining what happens to their children to make

7 "A
Modest Proposal: An Expression of Children's Needs by People in
Rural Alaska with Recommendations for Positive Change," (Fairbanks: Aleut
League et. al., February 1974), p.2'.
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sure that there is a sense of
continuity between home, school,
and later
life.
Another member association, the
Northwest Alaska Native Association

concludes in a similar tone:

"Our present situation calls for
corrective

action in our education programs and

(we)

hold you responsible for that.

The "you" addressed here is the Alaskan
State Department of Education, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, and private
educational facilitators.
As reported in the Alaskan Native
Needs Assessment in Education,

Project ANNA, published in December 1974 by
the BIA, native enrollments
are given as follows:

TABLE NO.

6

Alaskan Native Enrollment 1974
Elementary

Public Schools
Private & Denominational
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Totals

12,118
91
5 >140
17 , 349

High School

Total

3,770
331
715
4,816

The above figures are year-end enrollments for 1973.

15,888
422
5,855
22,165

The ANNA report

offers evidence of several major educational problems that reflect

definite native needs.

Among these problems are the number of dropouts

during the school year and the high mobility factor with thirty percent of
the native students changing from one school to another during the school
year.

The average withdrawal rate for the '72-' 73 school
year was 35%. The AFN (Alaskan Federation of
Natives) reported an average 33% "terminated" during
the 12-' 13 school year. Considering the enrollment
figures, it is plausible to speculate that the total
'
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Ifc should be
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that there is a correspondina propensity
n
ing
to re-enroll in high school
that
approaches 30%.

studentWhh

-

'

Attempts were made to identify
the total number
of high school age native
students in Alaska. The
on y projections that the
committee could come up
with were very tentative and
unreliable. Nonetheless,
it is possible that there are
as many as a thousand
Alaskan Native School-age students
throughout the
state who are not enrolled in any
high school program.
information provided in the committee
reflects that
there is a strong possibility that
there are students
not
school who would like to be in school,
were
there a program that would fit their
needs.

.

m

The Hopkins Report and Recommendations
were written by personnel
from outside of the State of Alaska in the
regional office of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, but these recommendations did
not bring about
the desired changes.

called

Likewise, the State of Alaska Assessment Report,

ANNA," helped to identify the urgency of the need for a new

direction in secondary education as did the native corporation
reports;
however, the ANNA Report gave no suggestions as to how a new direction

would be introduced.

The assessment by Feldman

the State and outside the Bureau structure)

(a

person from outside

established the failure of

the existing educational program in fulfilling the needs of the native

population; the "how" to accomplish the recommended changes was also
lacking in her assessment.

These failures to bring about reform are similar to the attempts
mentioned by Goodlad in his "Schooling Decade," for they did not secure
Q

"Alaskan Native Needs Assessment in Education",
Area Office Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1973) p. 3.

__

(Juneau: Juneau
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any internal commitment from the staff
and administration of the school
that should undergo reform.

The assessment of the Mt. Edgecumbe School

teachers and facilities in September
1974 by the newly-formed Central

Committee was perhaps most distressing of
all.

This committee compiled

a list of over eighty school concerns,
among which low faculty morale and

faculty and staff discord were frequently cited.

The cumulative studies and evaluations of Mt.
Edgecumbe School

pointed to a need for the modification of its educational
program. Since
previous efforts to alter its program had resulted in
imperceptible changes,
a new approach to program modification was necessary.

Further, a new

approach should bring about not only the desired changes but also should
provide for emergent native needs and leadership.
Any modification project at Mt. Edgecumbe would have to address
several areas of concern, but principally these were:

1)

the school would

have to become more responsive to changed and changing student needs;
2)

staff morale and fragmentation would have to be remedied to encourage

involvement in the change process;
have to be improved.

3)

deteriorating physical plant would

Underlying each of these concerns was the past failure

of the school to respond to a number of outside reform efforts.

Each year

since 1967, it was supposed that Mt. Edgecumbe School would close.

In

1967, the United States Congress voted that a regional dormitory system

connected to the public-controlled school system in Alaska would be built;
consequently, the Bureau of Indian Affairs decided not to put any con-

struction money into the Mt. Edgecumbe School plant.

Dormitories were

allowed to deteriorate, living conditions became crowded as old dormitories
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were shut down and classrooms
were "maVo
a/-."
make-do
affairs with no provisions
for individualized instruction.
As a result, both faculty
attitudes and
facilities required extensive revision
as student needs were growing.
•

.

The Mt. Edgecumbe administration,
the Juneau Area Office of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and the Regional
Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
in Albuquerque jointly concurred that
a new approach must be found that

could achieve:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

faculty involvement
student involvement
community involvement
commitment by all involved in the change process
increased and open communication
decision-making authority at all levels
self-adjusting modification procedures to insure
continuity and growth (See Appendix A)

Since all of these matters were experienced in the modification
of

Longmeadow High School, its Process for Change appeared to offer at
least
a likely beginning for achieving them and for modifying Mt.
Edgecumbe School.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs' Regional Educational Specialist,
Rosenbluth, was present at a June 13, 1974 planning meeting.

He

had been instrumental in arranging the Title III Innovative Project between
the National Association of Secondary School Principals and the Bureau

Schools in 1970.

As a representative of the National Association, this

author studied the Turtle Mountain Indian School program and helped to

reorganize its curriculum.

Because of this experience, Rosenbluth

recommended that the Mt. Edgecumbe modification planners interview me for
an explanation of the Longmeadow Process.

As a result of the interview

and the recommendation of Rosenbluth, I was invited to be the Change Agent
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for the Mt. Edgecumbe Modification
Project.

My experience at Mt.

Edgecumbe offered a special
opportonity to introdnce, adapt,
and assess
the Longmeadow Process, which I
was instrumental in creating at
Longmeadow
High School.
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CHAPTER

in

INTRODUCTION OF THE LONGMEADOW PROCESS
AT MT. EDGECOMBE SCHOOL
To attain modification at Mt.
Edgecumbe School, the regional

administration of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs saw in the Longmeadow Process
the components that would be necessary
to reach the goal of making
Mt. Edgecumbe School more responsive
to the emerging needs of the native

Alaskan students.

In choosing the Longmeadow Principal
as Change Agent

for Mt. Edgecumbe, the Bureau elected an
entirely new direction for a

school beset by the problems of emerging statehood,
cultural isolation,

economic stress, ethnic considerations, student disaffection,
low staff
morale, and administrative complacency.

The Longmeadow Process

structure, openness, involvement and evaluation

— had

— with

as the key ingredient

a high degree of adaptability for this difficult application.

Because of

this adaptability, the Longmeadow Process offered a usefulness which

enabled it to function positively in an institution other than the one
in which it was originally developed.

Since every institution has unique

strengths and weaknesses, any instrument for change that cannot adapt
to the existing dynamics where it is to be applied will be inadequate; as

we see in the Mt. Edgecumbe experience, the Longmeadow Process supplies
the ingredients for its own implementation as well as for the change it

seeks to stimulate.
In applying the Longmeadow Process at Mt. Edgecumbe School during

1974-75, a unique test of flexibility was presented.

As a school under

the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the Interior, Mt. Edgecumbe

required commitment from all levels of leadership in the national and local
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structure.

Support tor the project
was eltcitea first fro.
the
Commissioner of the Bureau.
whose endorsement
reflected a recognition of
the feasibility of the
project. Then direction
mas piyen by a regional
administrative 9 ro„p composed
of people who had worked
both in a previous
Title III project in the
National Association of
Secondary School
Principals and the Bureau,
as well as i„ the Alaskan
Area office of the
Bureau.

At a dune 1974 conference
held at Mt. Edgecumbe School
with school,
area, and regional Bureau
educational personnel, two
preliminary decisions
were reached:

™

f ati0n should take
Place during the
ir school
1974-75
year at Mt. Edgecumbe in order
to plan, develop, and
implement a more relevant
and individualized program
to meet the changing needs of the student
enrollment.

1}

2)

Selection of a program modification
committee
composed of from five to seven
faculty members,
including a representative from the
Regional
Office, the Superintendent of
the School, and
a school board member would be
the first step
towards achieving modification.

At this meeting, it was agreed
that the principal would appoint
seven

teachers— one from each departmentto be members of the Program Modificaon Committee.

with Title

I

One of the appointees could not serve
because of a conflict

regulations; consequently, the large,
eight-teacher Title

I

Reading Program was not represented
on the Committee initially.
Additionally, the Regional Educational
Specialist would seek possible outside change agents and select one
for the Mt. Edgecumbe project.
The

Position of Change Agent required providing
technical guidance and assistance

«

the implementation of a relevant
individualized program for all
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Mt.

Edgecumbe departments; providing materials and knowledge
of up-to-

date instructional methods; setting up a modification committee
con-

sisting of staff and students; serving as advisor to such
a committee;
running in-service workshops; and the establishing of evaluation
procedures

(See Appendix B)

The question of the staff role in modification planning was resolved

during the June conference, at which the Regional Administrator said:
The members of the Committee are the chosen emissaries more than anything

They are selected because it was felt they were suitable for this

else.

type of work.

'

The Program Modification Committee did not participate

directly in the job description of the Change Agent or in the selection
process.

While some authorities on change suggest that the Change Agent

should be involved in the selection of the departmental representatives,
there is no reason why the reverse procedure, as followed at Mt. Edgecumbe,
is not

equally appropriate and effective.

The main matter is that a

structure be created and an agent or leader introduced.

In developing a

central committee at Mt. Edgecumbe, the Longmeadow Process was adapted
in that the Change Agent was selected by highest-level school authority,

no one inside the school was involved in his selection, nor was there any

communication between those to be affected by the Change Agent and the
authoritative selector.

During late August, meetings of the new Committee and the Change Agent
took place during which they discussed the purpose of the project.

minutes of the August 21st meeting express the preliminary goals:

The
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The Committee is to develop an
operational
plan which would start the school toward
the goal set by the area; that is, to
plan
and implement more individualized teaching
with emphasis on meeting the needs of the
changing student enrollment of the school;
secondly, to develop some sort of operational
plan of alternatives in order to reach these
goals.
The objective is to explore the ways
of developing an individualized program
and providing desirable change that will have
a positive impact on the students and the total
faculty. This is not to be done by the
supervisors, but by the whole school so that,
ultimately, everyone will be involved. Change
must be talked about so that there will not
be shock or upset to the students and staff.

Representatives from the Mt. Edgecumbe administration, the Area Office
in Juneau, and the Regional Office in Albuquerque ratified
this state-

ment of purpose and objectives.

Now the Committee was free to grapple with the problem of
establishing itself as an integral part of the educational program at
Mt. Edgecumbe School.
a

Establishing a program for change that was to be

permanent characteristic of the educational scheme would need careful

planning.

The Committee decided, therefore, to spend its time during the

first few weeks on the "how" of bringing about modification and then to
deal later with the specific changes that might be defined.

decided first on the following procedure
1)

To establish their operational procedures
as a. committee
.

2)

To compile a list of concerns and place
them in categories by priority of importance.

3)

To compile a list of positive aspects of the
Mt. Edgecumbe School program.

The Committee
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Although the Longmeadow Process
itself was the essential instrument
to be introduced by the Change Agent,
it was not actually identified as

such so that flexibility, the characteristic
ingredient of a positive

Change Process would allow a freedom of
expression and encourage new ideas.
The various attitudes represented around
the table would be important to

recognize, for they would be representative
of the primary responses to
the initiation of modifications at Mt.
Edgecumbe.

As noted

m

the Program Modification Committee Minutes
for August 23

and 24, 1974, one of the first responses by
Committee members to the

prospect of change revealed a need to discover
their personal relationship
to the project.
a good job the

Questions such as, "Why do we need to change? We are doing

way we are," and "We tried this before and it did not
work,

so why do it again?" had to be answered and
reconciled with the modifi-

cation project.

Still other negative responses showed serious doubt in the

minds of the Committee members that their efforts could effect
positive
change.

Obviously this group needed convincing before ways to bring about

change could be considered.

In addition, questions of personal responsi-

bility had to be met; "Why was

Whom do I represent?"

I

selected?"

"Did

I

do something wrong?"

Such individual concerns needed to be placated

before the group could move on as a cohesive committee in the accomplish-

ment of desirable goals.

An important discussion in the formative stage

of the Committee stressed that even though each member was selected as a

representative of a subject area, each member would be free from departmental control.
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The provision that members on the Program
Modification Committee not
be bound by the position of their department was
a strong suggestion by
the Change Agent to the Chairperson in response
to the result of the

August 27, 1974 Individual Staff Member Survey.

In answering the question,

"What factors seem to limit your effectiveness?,"
the area that teachers

mentioned most frequently was "departmentalization."

One typical state-

ment that revealed department restraint was "isolation
of instructional
areas

(See Appendix D)

.

Each committee member, therefore, agreed that he

would not be bound to support a departmental position if, as an
individual
teacher, he did not agree with it.

Membership on the Program Modification

Committee carried with it the responsibility for the entire school
program
which could and would cause the problem of divided loyalty for the member.
It was the consensus of the Committee that each member's duty was to

exercise his individual judgment as to what was best for the entire school
and its students.

This agreement was significant, for there were to be

many times during the decision-making process when departmental loyalties
were strained, and departmental tension was at a very high level.

For

example, during the study of the proposal to reduce the required courses
for graduation from 16h to 12, it was suggested that the English demand was

large and could be reduced from four to three courses.

The Chairman of the

Committee, who was also an English teacher, spoke out vehemently against
this reduction, but as she became aware of the total graduation requirement,

her opinion changed, and she ultimately voted in favor of the reduction.
However, her decision strained her departmental relations and put her on
the defensive with her department.
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The problem of department-committee
relations must be understood by
the Change Agent, who should encourage each
Committee member to get beyond

possible department self-interest in questions of
larger responsibility.
Since

m

this case the supervisory teachers
(department chairmen) were

major roadblocks to reform, the Committee members
had to be protected
from their influence and from the possibility of
retaliation by a

supervisor who might give a poor evaluation report of
the dissenting
Committee member.
It was the role of the Change Agent to deal with
such concerns and to

encourage the Committee to work toward their goals without
feeling

threatened by outside interests and forces.

Actually, the importation

of an outside Change Agent and a Change Process from another
school ex-

perience gave the Committee a feeling of independence from the existing
Mt.

Edgecumbe administration and encouraged interdependence

Committee members.

among the

Because the one and only duty of the Change Agent was

to guide the Committee and give his allegiance to them, a sense of mutual

trust emerged.

The independence of the Change Agent from the established

school authority reinforced the Committee's confidence in him and helped
them to believe that together they could handle whatever modifications

needed accomplishment.

In order to reinforce further the positive aspects

of the process, the following procedures were agreed upon by the Change

Agent and the Committee
1)

All committee agreements and recommendations would be
reached by consensus in order to avoid minority reports
which might divide further an already fragmented
faculty.

2)

All meetings would be announced in advance and held
at a regularly scheduled time each day so that
anyone concerned could participate.
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3)

The minutes of each meeting would
be kept and
made available for public distribution.

4)

Initially, the Change Agent was to
assume a
liaison role between the administration
and
the Committee in order to keep the
administration
informed of the progress of the Committee
and
their decisions.

This last agreement is not a part of the
Longmeadow Process where the

principal was the Change Agent; however, the
regional and area offices of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs regarded the
principal and teacher-supervisors
as roadblocks to change; consequently, the Bureau
officials felt that it was

important to place the outside agent in a liaison
role in order to shield
the Committee from the influence of the existing
administration until the

organizational phase of the modification process was accomplished.
In a school contemplating change, it is important to identify
who
will be the Change Agent.
for change.

The alternatives are many depending on the needs

At Longmeadow it did not seem necessary to have an outside

agent because the principal filled this role.

In a sense, he was an "outside"

agent as he was new to the school and community when the modification process
began.

At Mt. Edgecumbe, the Change Agent was selected because he had

introduced effective changes elsewhere.

Because he was a principal as well,

he could temporarily replace the principal in guiding the Committee toward
its goal until the Mt. Edgecumbe principal was trained sufficiently to

assume his part in change.

The interaction between the Mt. Edgecumbe

principal and the Change Agent was a delicate one.

The need for the Change

Agent to keep a positive response to the principal's concerns and an open

relationship was always in the balance when change proposals were being
justified in contradiction to an existing policy or regulation that was not
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responsive to the students' educational needs
or welfare yet still enforced
by the principal.

The principal needed to be trained
in a new style of

leadership mainly by the example of the Change
Agent; open communication
was necessary between them for this training
to be successful and effective.
The liaison function of the Change Agent would
eventually shift to the

Chairman of the Committee, who, in January, began
to meet the administration

regularly to keep them informed of the Committee
activity.

The Change Agent's function was to work closely
with the Committee
Chairman by means of daily meetings at which reviews
would be made of the

previous meetings and future agenda developed.

This planning included a

survey of resource needs, of both persons and materials.

Possible problems

were anticipated and alternative procedures for alleviating
them were discussed.
Agent.

Occasional meetings with the administration were arranged by the
It was important for the Chairman of the Committee to have full

control of each meeting in order to lessen the need for the Agent to speak
out at any meeting unless requested to do so.

This procedure developed

confidence in the Committee in its own ability to cope with problems, and
assured that the members would not turn to the Change Agent to solve
their problems.

The Chairman was trained in parlimentary procedure by the

Agent as well as guided in principles

of

effective group discussion.

It

must be emphasized that everything was done to promote open and free dis-

cussion from each Committee member without the interjection of judgment on
any topic by the Change Agent

— no

matter how trivial or inappropriate a topic

might seem in relation to the project.

characteristics of this beginning phase:

Hirschowitz comments on the
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Small group problem-solving between
agencies whose
representatives are inexperienced in
collaboration
proceeds slowly; immediate movement
may in fact be
barely discernible. Formation of
a collaborative
working climate precedes significant
group-problemsolving attempts and expectations of
early substantial task progress should be minimal.
The
leader who attempts to accelerate the
pace of problemsolving runs the danger of alienating
members and
causing group tensions or disintegration.

Another responsibility of the Change Agent
was to communicate closely
with the school administration on operational
procedures; however, he had
to be careful to maintain his own freedom and
independence of thought.

As the Committee proceeded in its deliberations,
it would eventually dis-

cover the need for the advice of the school administration
on operational

problems and would request that at least one administrator be
present at
each Committee meeting.

An additional role for the Change Agent was to show the Committee
by
his example how they and others should become positively involved
with
the community since relations both within and without the school were

lacking.

Actually, there was little or no involvement with the larger

community of Sitka even though the supplying of educational needs placed
the school in the position of a major industry for the town.

In an effort

to involve the Committee in public relations and to promote the Committee's

activities so that their image and self-esteem would be bolstered to the

point where they themselves could assume public relations with confidence,
the Agent arranged for television interviews, newsletters, newspaper

-^Hirschowitz, pp. 230-231.
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articles, pictures and speeches to
local community groups.

The following

excerpts from Committee notes
approximately one year apart illustrate
that in public relations, the role of
the Agent transferred successfully
to the local administration.
3 ' 0Ct ° ber 15
19?4:
"••• he ^entj gave a brief
on what he is going to say during
the T.V. interview this
evening.
He will explain the purpose and
makeup of the
Committee.
Mr. Craver feels that someone else
should followup on this either next month or two
months from now."

on^T

'

PMC Minutes, October 7, 1975: "Mr.
Welch's [principal si
meeting with the Sitka Chamber of Commerce
answered the*
question 'What can businessmen do to help our
students?'"
'

These and other examples illustrate that the
Mt. Edgecumbe School personnel
could and eventually did enter into public
relations as well as other areas
of activity that were necessary to effect
positive change.

Role transf erral eventually extended to a re-definition
of the Agent
as the Program Modification Committee became increasingly
its own agent

for change.

This shift accorded with the Agent's strong belief that open

group change is more lasting than change brought about by an
individual
or insulated group; consequently, as early as October
1974, the Agent

requested that the Committee re-title his position to "Modification
Advisor"

(see PMC Minutes, October 15, 1974).

Everett Rogers states in

his article on change agents

The goal for any Change Agent is to develop selfrenewing behavior on the part of his clients. The
Change Agent should seek to put himself "out of
business" by enabling his clients to be their own
Change Agents. The Change Agent must seek to shift
the client from a position of reliance on the
Change Agent to reliance on himself. It is difficult
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for the Change Agent to "wean" his
clients; often
they become more dependent, rather than
independent. 2
Also,

m

accordance with the belief that open group
change is preferable

to that brought about by an insulated group and to
increase involvement

of the faculty, the Committee established ad hoc
sub-committees to

supply research and studies for Committee discussions.

One Committee

member participated in each of these special sub-committees
in order to
ejqpedite communication and to give direction to these
subordinate

groups, whose members volunteered their services for a specific
study

task and report to the Committee.

According to Irving Janis, presence

of ad hoc committees avoids undesirable exclusivity:

The organization might routinely follow the
administrative practice of setting up several independent
policy-planning and evaluation groups to work on the
same policy question, each carrying out its deliberation under a different leader. This would prevent the
appraisal of policy alternatives from remaining in the
hands of one insulated group, a prime condition that
fosters miscalculations based on concurrence-seeking
tendencies. 3
One operational procedure which the Committee did not understand at
first, but one which the Advisor insisted upon, was that the members not
be implementors of their own proposals.

By becoming involved with the

implementation of proposals, the Committee would not only be impeded in a

2 Everett M. Rogers, "The Change Agency and Change Target" in Creating
Social Change ed. Gerald Zaltman et al. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, &
Winston, 1972) , p. 197.
,

3jrving L. Janis, Victims of Groupthink (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1972)

,

p.

181.
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multitude of operational details but also would be
usurping the powers
and duties of the administration . 4

In this restricted role, the

Committee first proposed that the principal appoint
a Faculty Meeting
Agenda Committee to report to the Program Modification
Committee
rather than to the principal.

By following this procedure, the Committee

would become involved in the planning of the faculty meeting
agenda
and would be replacing the principal, who is the usual planning agent.

When the Advisor showed the Committee that in assuming the agenda-

planning they would impede their progress as proposers of change, the
Committee then realized that the Faculty Meeting Agenda Committee should
report directly to the principal rather than to themselves.

The Program

Modification Committee kept itself free to develop change proposals.

4 In my review of the literature of change, I found no model
or
study that separates the reform modification project from the adoption/
implementation stage.
I believe need is shown for additional research on
this facet of change.
Based on my action research, I find it is vital
that the modification committee not be implementors of change.
It is
important that the Committee include with any change proposal the recommendation as to how the Committee sees this change being implemented and a
time factor for implementation.
However, it is equally important that
the responsibility for implementation be left within the management/
administration division of the school. If, for some unforeseen reason, the
administration should reject or refuse to implement a recommendation,
they should submit written reasons to the modification committee within
a specified time.
The modification committee should not usurp the duties
of the people who are charged with the responsibility of school operation.
The power of the modification committee is to effect a wide base of
support for recommendations in accordance with the dynamics of group
process and the evocations of multi-level support.
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At this stage of organization, many
innovations, projects, and
reforms can fail if they become identified
with one person and take on
the personality of the individual recommending
the change.

Such proposals

may evoke an emotional blocking reaction brought
about by strong identification of the proposal with the proposer.

In cases where the Change

Agent is a strong personality or a charismatic figure,
the change can

become overpowered by its connection with the person
advancing it.

Later,

when this person has left the scene, the change often
withers and dies
for lack of a wide base of support and enthusiasm for its
own being.

Schools are particularly vulnerable to this reverting to
the old ways
because they tend to have teachers who remain through a succession
of the
usual change agents

— administrators

who come and go.

Alfred Jacobs points

out that "the role of the leader of the group is conceived of less as a

variety of charismatic mystique, and more as a more knowledgeable,
P art icipant manager of the interactions with the system. "5

with a

broad base of involved teachers who are committed to reform, it is
iroroaterial

whether the Change Agent is on the scene continuously or not.

A climate for continuous successful change should be based on the free

discussion of all proposals and the consideration of all opinions, for the
involvement of as many people as possible is beneficial for attaining
desirable and implemented modification.

A major reason for my interest in

developing a process for change was to find a dynamic that would involve
existing personnel as change agents

—a

group dynamic rather than a

personality-centered one.

^Alfred Jacobs: The Group as Agents of Change (New York: Behavioral
Publications, 1974)
p.xx.
,
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One of the major discussions
of the Mt. Edgecumbe
Committee in its
developmental stages concerned
its origin and membership
selection. Once
initial questions were answered.
Committee openness could
proceed to
the development of communication
between the Committee and all
others
within the school. hs part
of this communication
effort, departmental
communications also required
development. Initially, the
existing means
of cormnunication at Mt. Edgecumbe
was used to relay the results
of the
Committee meetings and to request
feedback.
The established communication chain began with the
superintendent, who passed information
to the
principal, who passed to the subject
area supervisors, who then reached
individual department members.
Since the key to the successful
adaptation of the change model would
be the degree to which the Committee
studies,
meetings, and discussions were known
to all, communication had to be

effective.

Communication at Mt. Edgecumbe appeared
as a major concern

under several headings in the early
September minutes of the Committee

meetings
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)

lack of educational direction
lack of curriculum-related direction
no general teachers' meetings
no sharing of teacher experience
divided staff by departmental concerns
poor relations between dorm and teaching staff
lack of chain-of-conmand direction among
administrators, supervisors, and teachers

The Committee's first communications were unsuccessful
because daily
bulletins, including Committee notices, were not delivered
to all departments.

Where the bulletins were delivered, they frequently were misplaced

or ignored so that not all teachers and students were
informed of their

contents.

Because the English Department had not had a meeting at which

»i„utes were t,hc„ in ei
g ht ?e
E"9liSh

P

“ tU1

„5

,

uttle

^
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b<

,

^^

„

occurred
the „ istory Depart _
where only neocitivp
;
gative or*
or ruaccurate
mfo^ation about the Co™ttttee's
activities was disseminated
to o„i Y , fe „ because
some members were never
informed of department meetings,
conseguentiy, some History
Department
members had not attended a
department meeting for three
years.
These
irregularities made it necessary
to create an alternative
information
system if reai openness was
to be achieved, furthermore,
the existing
system needed a complete
revision
m 0n

r

to be effective.

Since time could be a factor
in the success of developing
communications, a twenty-four hour,
turn-around possibility was
estabiished as a
goal.
The following procedures were
introduced to effect successful
communications
1)

The minutes of each Committee
meeting would be distributed
to each department supervisor
by a Committee member with
the request that the minutes be
routed to all department
members

2)

A Committee newsletter would be created,
published monthly,
and distributed by school mailboxes to
all personnel. Copies
woudl be mailed to area, regional, and
national offices of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

3)

A monthly interview of Committee members would
be held by

the local television station. This interview
would help
to keep the staff and students informed and
would develop
interest in the greater Sitka community of which Mt.
Edgecumbe
was one of the largest employers.
4)

An open hearing prior to the Committee
recommendation of any
change in policy or procedure would take place.
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Also, two academic faculty
members woSd sit as Harson
members at Dormitory staff
meetings.
6)

T

r 311 Propram Modificationrelated mate
materials including books,
reoorts records and
tapes, would be established,
and a file and bib
t
bibliography
would be developed.
-

,

7)

8)

w'

Regular department meetings
would be uraed with typed
P
minutes for distribution to
all members and othef
supervisors

Monthly written reports including
that of the Program
COmiUttee would be expected regularly
from
al/de
all
departments and divisions and would
be submitted to
Peri
nt
TheSS reports would then be compiled
into a monthly Total School Report
by the Superintendent
for submission to the Area Office.
All personnel would
be urged to read this report.

^

^r

'

Such measures had the immediate effect
of systematizing and expanding
communications.

An effort was made to reinstate regular
monthly meetings

between the principal and supervisors
to further clarify issues of policy.
Also, regular weekly administrative
meetings would continue to be held

with the addition of the Modification
Advisor as a regular member of both
groups where minutes of the meetings were
kept.

Another important group which needed to be included in
communications
was the students.

Until the development of the Committee and its sub-

sidiaries, the student newspaper had been the only regular
source of school

information that communicated events to the students.

A regular daily

bulletin with notices was put out, but many teachers neglected
to read it.
T he Committee,

therefore, requested that student reporters interview

members of the Committee and publish the activities of the
Committee
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regularly.

Unfortunately, those students
who were selected by the
Student Council to attend the
Committee meetings did not
attend regularly,
and when they did, they did not
report bach to the Council.
At this
point a student survey was
initiated to discover the cause
of student
apathy, and a special
sub-committee, called the Student
Involvement
Committee, was formed through
the Student Council requesting
volunteers.
The purpose of the Student
Involvement Committee was two-fold:
to identify
areas of student concerns and
interest, and to help in discovering
ways
to express their concern to
the proper authorities. The
problem of
communicating their ideas and concerns
seemed to lie more in a lack of
general appreciation of the
importance of their roles as school
leaders than in the communication
system itself; consequently, their self-

understanding and leadership potential
was marked for attention in further
Committee studies.
In addition, another opportunity
for extending communications was

found in inviting native and Bureau
leaders to be interviewed by the

Committee.

Teas, coffees, and other public meetings
were arranged to

which the entire school personnel were
invited.

These functions brought

recognition and support for the modification project
while opening new
avenues for information and encouraging the
free expression of community
opinion.

Concurrent with the development of openness in communication
was the
growth of involvement.

The goal was to have every person

— staff,

faculty,

student, parent, and at least one member of the Alaskan
native community-

involved directly or indirectly in the Mt. Edgecumbe School
Modification
Project.

In order to accomplish this goal, a number of procedures had
to
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be established.

The first, as we have
already reviewed, was to
communicate
dearly and regularly the
Modification Project and
its activities, heat.
y had to be created for each
segment of the Mt. Edgecumbe
community
to participate in
Modification planning,
imputation , and evaluation.
in order to encourage
involvement by all, so
definite steps were followed:
1)
Two members of the sturlon-r
““
Program Modifioadof
Co^ttel! “Sy'
"
tion credit for their
participation.

«

“

2
’

members Representation^
Duties of members were

6 f

*„“

“Ulty

««

h

coSder^

-e

1S 01 * SS
”f l0 * a “aS red d b
*
give
give^imrSr
time for planning
i
with the Advisor.

”

3>

Co^dee"'
6)
4)

5)

SeCratary

”“

““

thelf StT'

reduced°by^one
<™
order to

“

bi "d '<* the sole use of the
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*** SCh ° 01 b ° ard and the Committee
increasefih
increased
the probability of the school
board's endorsement
r
Criterion for sch ° o1 board membership
was
tdiat
that the
the° candidate
'a -a
must have a child enrolled in the
school; consequently, board members
contributed additional
native parental participation in the
project.
Parental, participation was sought
by means of a survey
was discovered that a great deal of
explanation
would be necessary to make the purpose
of the survey
Vfhen it

clear—
explanation that would not be available
in the villages— this
survey was abandoned in favor of a
comprehensive native
survey provided by the Kellogg Foundation
Four teams composed of Mt. Edgecumbe faculty
and students
traveled to ten villages to interview parents,
students
and teachers and to discover what directions
taken by Mt.
Edgecumbe School would best serve their needs.
7)

A student survey was conducted, and a number
of students
became directly involved in the development,
completion,
tabulation, and interpretation of the survey.

8)

Student membership on all subsidiary committees was
required.
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9)

A Student Involvement
Committee was created
creal-erf to u
i
help
generate
student awareness of
involvement

~

.

10)

^

* ClaSS in Student
Lea derSp'to help°the
Student Council to be more
effective.
This class
immediately and open to all
Council
,
members,
1
f
class leaders, and any
interested students

i

11 )

1 T

~

Volunteers from the faculty
were appointed to ad hoc
committees to study particular
areas of concert

To obtain positive involvement,
the Change Process encouraged
volunteerism. Although the
original members of the Mt.
Edgecumbe School

Modification Committee were selected
by the administration, once the
objectives of the project were
explained, each selectee was given
the
opportunity to withdraw or to rer^in
voluntarily as a Committee member.
When one member of the original
Committee did choose to resign, the
Committee requested that the
principal ask for a volunteer from the

department from which representation was
lost.
To stimulate involvement and to insure
satisfactory communication,
the Advisor began meeting weekly
with department supervisors so that the

flow of information would be continuous.

Initially, the supervising

teachers were unsupportive and negative toward
the modification project;
they encouraged no exchange of information
and even relayed inaccurate

information to their department members.

The Committee

members within

these departments were hampered, restricted, or
harassed in their attempts
to communicate the activities of the Program
Modification Committee.

in

November, the Modification Advisor began meetings with
the supervisory

teachers as a group in order to open up communication
and evoke more

positive reaction.

This effort proved a failure as various supervisors
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found the .eatings
inconvenient or simply
erused
y r.
fused to attend
a
„ without explanation
in so™ oases,
supervisors had not
spoten to each other
for
years; in other cases,
supervisors perhaps felt
threatened hy any change
that would not be initia-t-oa k, a-i.
nitrated hy the., *
surprise result of these
.eatings
was apprehension on tt
e part of the

„

.

Progra. Modification
Co^ittee

that their Advisor was
becoming

infixed

b y the supervisors.

these meetings proved
to be an unsuccessful
venture, and the
Advisor sought another
means to reach the
supervisors,
it was found
that monthly departmental
meetings were supposedly
mandatory, but many
did not meet at all or
held only partial membership
meetings
excluding those whose
views on curriculum differed
from those of the
supervisors
To combat this serious
breakdown in communication,
the
Advisor initiated regular
joint meetings with supervisors,
administrators,
and the Program Modification
Committee. This combined
group was
*nown as the Curriculum
Review Committee because it
afforded each division
an opportunity to hear
what the other was doing and
to make their feelings
known to each other without
a sacrifice of autonomy,
it was then
required that the supervisors
report back to their departments
by having
the minutes of the
Curriculum Review Committee read in
department meetings
and then to convey department
reactions at the next combined
meeting. This
procedure proved successful in that
now two members from each
department
would hear the modifications
deliberations; however, the problem
of
inaccurate or partial communication
to department members was
never fully
remedied.
.
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Since the Curriculum Review
Committee gave every department
and
division of the staff an
opportunity to hear each
other's views on major
policy proposals, departments
were forced to air opinions
and to take
positions
At this point two significant
stratagems were developed:
(1)
Position papers with supportive
facts were requested from each
department on curriculum and policy
changes to be submitted at open
hearings,
and (2) interdepartmental
committees were formed to find areas
of common
interest and possible curriculum
sharing. For instance, the
Language
Arts Department worked separately
from the Reading Department; neither
knew what materials the other
was using. There was no exchange
of information between the two departments
although they often worked with the
.

same students.

Similarly, health was an item covered
in many departments—

Home Economics, Science, Physical
Education-but there was no concerted

effort to correlate health study
among the departments.

As a result, a

real need for interdepartmental
discussion and planning was indicated;

consequently six interdepartmental committees
were created in the
following areas
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

6)

Health Education
Vocational Education
Language Arts and Reading
Native Studies
Middle School
Social Studies and Mathematics

As these interdepartmental committees began their work,
they found it

necessary to have the faculty able and willing to work more
closely together.
Workshops for the sharing of common teaching methods and
materials were put
ln priority, assigned planning committees, and scheduled.

In the past,
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outside experts had been
hir^d3

“
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31Ve

a.y workshops , nd then
Mainly from the lack of f=
faculty mvoluemeut,
lasting effect
tasulte. fto„ tneit effects.
„o„ evety posses
local espettise „as
workshops organized by
and for the school
faculty. Follow-up
sessions teinfcncei a„ d
built on „ hat
f e ff •

m

n

™

^

_

pursuing the goal of total

i_e„

^

^

t in fie noOification
of
School, a charted record
of faculty activity
was kept each
month by the Advisor.
*.
n f uofi
Areas of
activity indicative of
modification involvement were categorized
as follows:
Mt.

3)
Edgecumbe

•

1)

10)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)
9)

Committee Membership
danCe
Meetin ? s ^11 of which were
open)
Submission of Proposals
Completion of Surveys
Attendance at Hearings
Attendance at Workshops
Presentation of a Workshop
Participation on a Field Trip
Revision of Course Outlines
Interviews with local, state, and
national leaders

S^

^

Participation in one or more
activity by a faculty member was
considered
a successful contact.
By encouraging everyone to
participate in some way,
it was felt that a sense
of commitment and responsibility
for renewal
could be developed in the
entire staff. As each special
committee was
formed, those faculty members
not already involved were sought for
membership.
in order to have volunteer membership
from each department and

division within the school, a member
of the Modification Committee did
the
requesting directly, not using the usual
means of request through department supervisors.
This personal and direct solicitation of
volunteers

Proved highly successful in eliciting
positive faculty response.
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In assessing the
techniane fnr obtaining
involvement, the Committee
was pleased to discover
that a large majority
of the faculty was

activated to positive

contribute

in the .edification
program.

Prejudicial opinion was iessened
and margin,! interest
was alienated as
everyone became better infor.ed
and identified with the
.edification
project,
one example of the faculty
involvement was recorded in
the
attendance record at the open
hearings.
the first hearing, only
Committee members and two
non-members attended, however,
at succeeding
meetings voluntary attendance
increased to 22, then to
40, and ultimately
to 62.
These figures show that
faculty, students, administration,
and
the community were becoming
familiar and more comfortable
with the change
process through increased
participation in it.

*

The components of the Longmeadow
Process were the keystone of the
change design project at Mt.
Edgecumbe.
In each area, adaptation and

adjustment were necessary, and the
Committee was able to reconstruct
the
Longmeadow design to meet Mt. Edgecumbe
needs.
It was important that the
Committee was able to make these
adjustments because in doing so they
gained a sense of control and understanding
of their modification project
One of the major objectives was
to create a continuous,

permanent structure for change.

ongoing,

and

This structure would be successful only

to the degree that the Committee
felt they were creating it themselves
to
fit their own specific needs.

Since it had been difficult to initiate

communications, special care had to be taken to keep
the new means in

working order.

Involvement had to become a regular part of each
teacher's

duties if worthwhile change and any understanding of it were
to develop.

Initially,

co-ittae.

The

assess

on a dally basis

Mifioatlon projeot uas

^

^
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^

aiffereM

^

^

^

anything that

the committee members baa
previously experienced
and so ,orei g „ to what
they had come to expect
pect from +-v*^
the operation of the
Bureau of Indian
.

Affairs and the Civil spnrioo
Service

•

encouraging change to come
from the bottom

levels up rather than down
from the top
veis that daily
v levels—
d* i
assessment of
the project was necessary
for encouragement and
stimulation of the
Committee.
As the Committee members
began to see results, they
gained
eventually, weekly and then
monthly assessments were made.
Because of geographical
distances involved and remoteness
of the school,
a statewide Task Force
Evaluation Committee was also
established. Native
Corporations and Agencies were
invited to help in the evaluation
process,
in order to assure
follow-through with regional and
national support, a
three-month progress report was
required.
In it, three major areas
were
included:
1)
accomplishments to date; 2) problems
encountered; 3) programs
planning.
These assessments prompted adaptations
and additional

m

alternatives for carrying out the
modification project.

However, the basic
components of the Longmeadow Process-structure,
openness, involvement,
and evaluation-provided the Mt.
Edgecumbe School modification project
with the necessary design to initiate
a change process successfully.
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CHAPTER

xv

PROGRESS STAGES IN THE
XT. EDGECOMBE
HODIFICATION PROJECT
The first modification
seal to improve education
at Mt. Edgecombe
School was the creation of
a modification process.
As the Eougmeedcw
Process mas adapted to
serve the special needs
of this particniar school,
the change process vent
through several stages.
A major point to be
remembered here is that the
determination of stages is
flexible becanse
timing overlaps, for example,
on any given day the
Committee might well
be operating at several
phase levels simultaneously.
Also, no stage or
Phase was either completed
or eliminated, stages of
progress were always
continuous, nevertheless, for
the sake of clarity, progress
can be
delineated in four stages.
The first stage comprises
principally the
selection of the change Agent,
the second, the interrelation
of the change
Agent and the Modification
Committee together with its primary
activities,
the third, the extension
of the Modification Committee work
to academic
departments, students, and others,
and fourth, the adoption of
proposals,
evaluation of the Committee work, and
planning for the next year.
STAGE I
The first stage was accomplished jointly
by the school administration
and the Area and Regional Offices of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs so that
by the opening of school in August
1974, all personnel were aware that
a

modification project was to take place.

School administrators appointed

members of the faculty who had expressed an interest
in change to meet as
a

steering committee to discuss the areas where change might
be needed and

the method to be used to accomplish any change.

In the selection of a
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strategy for a new change
effort ' thio
thlS

Wl*

<*« Bureau representstives rejected the methods
that had been
unsnccessfnl in p, st att9
„pts
at reform and agreed to
seiect a normative
strafegy „hl eh „ould
inolude

^

participation , re-education,
and trainin, of the
eristin, staff. The
group agreed upon a Change
Agent from outside theG
cureau
Bureau with experience
in secondary school
change and
_
no started meeting
with this author as the
selected Change Agent in
August
-he
f ref two meetings
he first
concentrated on
estabiishing the Committee's
goais and obgectives.
At this point, the
Change Agent had to consider
carefuliy where the members
of the Committee
were coming from as well
as his role in relationship
to the group.
Hirshowtiz warns
In his preiiminary
intelligence operations, the
group leader bears in mind
that the roles indiviis win enact derive
not only from positions
P S ln heir sponsorin g organizations,
but
rrp
also f
3
ati ° nS 3nd reference
outside
the fo^T organization.
Some expressed attitudes,
eliefs, opinions or preference
may stem from
ctual and aspired-to positions
within these other
groups
a heterogeneous group is often
a microcosm
the -Larger community— and the
leader ignores the
5
cherished differences in such a
microcosm at
considerable peril.
It will be wise for the School
Change Agent to speculate as to
the
reasons why change has not taken
place and to realize that those
reasons
are being represented on the
Program Modification Committee; therefore,
it is important that the
Change Agent listen to all that is
said as well
as to observe non-verbal
communication in order to become sensitive
to the

views of those around him.

l-Hirschowitz , p.

230.

At the same time, it is wise for the
agent to
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avoid all personal comments of a negative
nature.

For example,

I

was well

aware of the members of the Mt. Edgecumbe
Committee who represented that

segment who were adverse to change of any
kind not initiated by themselves.

Unfortunately,

I

did not heed my own advice and commented
in the heat of

discussion that a particular member of the Committee
must not "play God"

with his students.

The teacher left in a huff and submitted his
resigna-

tion, claiming that he had been insulted by the
Change Agent.

The sad

result of this confrontation was the alienation of
a whole department who

refused to take part in the Change Process.

Despite this unfortunate incident, the first stage of the
project at
Mt. Edgecumbe was completed in August when the need
for change had been

established, the Committee appointed, and the Change Agent
selected.
Hereafter, the stages overlapped as Committee meetings were held.

STAGE II

The second stage began when the Modification Committee had been
formally appointed and met with the Change Agent.

At the second meeting

of the Committee, the business was to draw up a list of problems in the
school, its policies, and curriculum.

Along with this list of problems,

the Change Agent also suggested that the Committee make a list of all that

was regarded as good about the school.

The second list was suggested to

counteract the negative thinking that already existed (as noted in Chapter II)
and would be generated anew by the problem list.

Such fault-finding might

discourage the members of the Committee, and the resulting emotional
tension might tend to undermine its initial attempts to work together.

Hirschowitz comments:

"Because this phase can be volatile, the leader's
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primary effort must focus on building
a group matrix of support,
safety
and security within which the
groups' basic norms can be
established. "2
The Committee decided to entitle
these problems "Concerns," and over
eighty of them were listed. Each one
had to go through five phases:
2)

identification
definition

3)

altematives-options

4)

solution selection
effectiveness evaluation

1)

5)

To facilitate the identification of
concerns, the Committee categorized
them under seven major areas:
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

public relations
curriculum
student life
staff-student relationships
school spirit and activity
staff concerns
staff-administrator needs

In order to achieve Committee understanding for
this stage, the

Change Agent exposed the members to several relevant
readings from the
current literature as indicated from the following excerpt
The Program Modification Committee members urged to read
several books; among them James Popham's An Evaluation Guide,
Don Glines Creating Humane Schools, and Sid Simon s Value
Clarification
One of the things that is most important is
the training of the members of the Modification Committee to
be able to take over and chair the special ad hoc committees,
and to know what things to look for in developing agendas, etc.
I have sat down with each of them prior to most of our meetings and have encouraged them in learning some techniques in
conducting a meeting, in involving people, and in developing
the idea of allowing everyone to have his "say." All of these
seem to be working, and it has been a very worthwhile activity
for the first few months. The program is now one that I
think is beginning to work on its own, and my role in the
future will become more and more one of encouraging them to
'

'

.

2Hirschowitz, p. 231.
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program.

We have^ade

a^earif f^to

f

in these footseps. 3

T
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2

e

ingS
encourage others to follow

1)

The time was now
appropriate to discuss how the
Committee would deal
wath these concerns, a
procedure for doing so was drawn
up as follows:

Problem Identification
Research the problem
b.
Communicate to all affected by
the
problem
c.
Involve all affected in the
development
of alternative solutions
a.

2)

Solution Selection
Review alternative proposals
b.
Select tentative proposal
c
Hold an open hearing
<3.
Select and write final proposal
e.
Make recommendations in writing
with time
for response from adopting
agency
a.

.

3)

Scheduling of Proposal Action
Adopt Proposal
b.
Implement Proposal
c.
Collect responses and reactions
<3.
Evaluate implementation results
e.
Review and adjust proposal
a.

Initially, the Change Agent secured
interview and speaking appointments, and acted as Committee spokesman;
this function, as Dr. Reynolds

suggests in his comments on "role-switching
behavior," occurs when the

Change Agent initiates a role which is
subsequently to be assumed by
the proper inside agent or agents

.

During the following year, role-

switchmg occurred with the appearance of faculty and
students on television and before community groups to speak about
activities at the school.
3 Edgar G.

Craver Field Report (November 1974)

^Richard Reynolds, unpublished diss., "Institution Building
and The
Development Process," University of California (Berkeley),
1973 p. 27.
,
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already noted, for .any
years
tbe ure er levels do„„„ard.

an

cha „ge h , a been initiated
fro.

Th e Co^ittee bad to
offset a past bistory

of failure of various
attests to bring about change.
n°W

^

t0 ' Stal>llsh

level upward

The Co-ittee

ability to create change fro.
the classroo.

Much airing of controversial
issues was encouraged a„ong
the Committee .embers so
that in their Committee
functions they could
identify with each other to
for. a cohesive group, each
member supporting
the other by mutual understanding.
Hirschowitz claims
.

.-

Any uncertainty or ambiguity
about the group's
objectives, sanctions or legitimacy
should be
resolved.
Not only must the group's
problemsolving task be absolutely clarified
in this
phase, but consensual acceptance
of the group's
primary problem-solving tasks must
be achieved
order for Phase I to be satisfactorily
concluded. 5

m

When the Committee set their
eighty concerns into a priority list
during
the week of September 3-6, 1974,
they also began a very supportive
relationship.

The Change Agent had left the Committee
with a specific assign-

ment: to take the eighty individual
concerns and place them into four

major categories arranged in the order of
their importance.

During long

hours they worked out differences of opinion
so that by the end of that

week the task assigned was accomplished, but,
more important, a working

relationship based on mutual respect had developed.
Once this relationship existed and the Committee
strengthened its
resolve, the members turned to establishing their
credibility in the

minds of the faculty and students.

A major portion of the Committee time

was directed "toward developing positive attitudes
toward change, thus

creating an atmosphere of receptivity toward new ideas" as
was written

^Hirschowitz, p. 233.
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in the second three-month
report.

(See Appendix C.)

The committee chose to
initiate their change process
with two noncontroversial and long-sought-after
proposals. This move supports
Albert Bandura's studies on the
modification of self -attitude in which
"significant attitudinal changes
can be induced by providing
individuals
with successful task experiences
"5
The first proposal concerned the
Civil Service regulation that
made the time span of the teachers'
working
day very rigid-8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. -Monday through Friday with
the
noon hour for lunch. The
Committee proposed that the arrival and
departure
times be left to the discretion
of teachers as long as the total work
.

hours met the government requirement
of a forty-hour work week.

This

proposal was accepted by the Superintendent
and met with the approval of
almost everyone since it allowed flexibility
in teaching schedules.

Teachers could now attend meetings, hold
classes, and tutor students at
times other than 8 to

5— an

arrangement which seems more realistic in a

boarding school situation such as Mt. Edgecumbe's.

As a result of this

new flexibility, a karate class could then be offered
in the evening as
could a woodcarving class on Saturday mornings.

The second non-controversial proposal dealt

,

with the irregularly

held and uninteresting faculty meetings identified in the
results of the

Teacher Survey.

To correct this problem, the Committee enlisted volunteers

to form the Faculty Meeting Agenda Committee which soon
returned to the

Program Modification Committee with its recommendations.

Here was the

^Albert Bandura, "Strategies of Attitude Change" in Creative Social
Change , ed. Gerald Zeltman et al. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston
1972), p. 61.
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first exercise of the new change
process, and the imperfections
in its
operation were soon evident.
Contrary to the advice of the
Advisor, the
Committee had decided not only
to plan and develop change,
but also to
implement it. However, when the
Committee began to implement the
recommendations of the Faculty
Meeting Agenda Conmittee, they
became
part of the operational and
management division of the school
and were
bogged down in the intricacies
of management which diverted
their time
and energies.
In this case the Principal
was willing to relinquish his
position as implementor; in fact,
one teacher commented that there
had
not been a full faculty meeting
in three years.
The Committee finally

recognized the advantages in not being
implementors of a recommendation
and routed the Faculty Meeting
Agenda Committee's recommendations direction
to the Principal.

The proposal recommended that faculty
meetings would

be held regularly with planned
educational topics germane to faculty

interests as planned jointly by the Faculty
Meeting Agenda Committee
and the Principal.

This proposal was accepted and implemented
by the

Principal.

Communication between the Committee and all parts of
the Mt. Edgecumbe
School community was emphasized to be sure that
all faculty, students,
and dormitory personnel knew what the function of
the Committee was and

how change could be accomplished.
became responsive to all views.

By such communication, the Committee
Such communication encouraged other parts

of the school to venture out of their regular routines
and become involved.

At this point, the Committee received requests from the dormitory
personnel for aid in solving some of their home-living problems.

After

discussing their request, the Committee decided that their main function
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they could assist the domitory
in setting up its o»n comittee
for residency modification.
By this action,
the Committee shooed its
commitment to involvement and to
the belief that
ohen a person becomes involved
in the process of change, he
becomes

committed to its success.

This commitment carries through
to successful

implementation as contrasted with
unsupported change.

Involvement was increased by the
Committee's appointment of subcommittees, one of which was to
develop a student survey. The Committee
also organized a group of student
representatives who became the Student
Involvement Committee.

They met weekly before breakfast to
discuss and

recommend changes of concern to students.

From these meetings two issues

developed for which changes were proposed
and adopted:
1)

Two uniformed policemen had been hired
by the
administration for all school dances to counteract the destruction that had occurred at these
events
The presence of these officers was upsetting to the students, but they did not know
how to make their feelings known. The Student
Involvement Committee developed a proposal which
requested that students be allowed to supervise
themselves with faculty assistance. The proposal
was presented to the administration, and the
police were withdrawn in favor of faculty and
student control.
.

2)

Lunch time crowding and waiting in long lines was
another problem to which the students wished to
find a solution.
Instead of one sitting to which
all 500 students descended at noon, two sittings one
at noon and one at 12:30 were proposed. This proposal
was recommended to the administration and adopted.

—

—

Here also the students felt the immediate impact of the process
of change
as formulated by the Committee; as a consequence, interest was
stimulated

among the students in becoming positively involved in the life of the
school.

Attitudes were such that the time was now ripe for progress in
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the are, of the instruction!
progrra
was being
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„ proposlng

b y repeated successful use
at both the

student and teacher levels.
STAGE III
The third stage built on
all the work of the first two
stages. The
procedure for change was ready
to become fully operative and
the involvement of more members of the
school community was sought by
requests from
the Committee for position
papers, proposals, appointments of
special ad
hoc committees to study proposals,
hearings, reviews, and recormaendations

on change.
is,

An effort was made to identify
the roles of each group; that

the students, administration,
supervisors, teachers, the State Depart-

ment of Education, and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

Since all parts of

the school community had been
surveyed during the second stage, a very

complete data bank was available for reference.

(See appendixes D, E, F.)

From this survey, the Committee had compiled
two lists: one contained concerns needing possible long-range solutions;
the other, concerns with

possible short-range solutions.
The Committee now requested position papers from each
department so
that departmental priorities could be identified.

These papers were first

submitted to the Committee by all departments, and from them
proposals
were developed and submitted to open hearings for the whole
school.

From

the initial list of concerns through to the specific position
papers, the

following matters were identified for the development of modification

recommendations
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1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)

Stadenl: government
leadership course
Middle of the year
transfers
i0n C ° UrSe and Credit
requirements
Schoof
School year calendar and
school day
Directed study period
program
Advisory homeroom period
program
Interdepartmentalization between
a.
Health Services and all
departments
b.
Language Arts and Vocational
departments
9Ua9e ArtS and Readin
? Apartments
The\«
£
The teacher-coordinator
concept
'

Additionally, teachers and
students were urged to suggest
courses which
might be more relevant to
students’ needs.
To provide an orderly presection of new courses, the coittee
developed a Course Proposal Fom
(see Appendix F) ; this
procedure elicited over fifty new
courses suggested
by the faculty and students.

<C

A1S °' 3 continued effort was
made to increase the Coimnittee’s

knowledge and understanding of the
needs of native people of Alaska.
Leaders
of native associations such as the
Grand Camp Brotherhood, representing
18,000 native Alaskans, the Director of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs in

Alaska (who is an Alaskan native)
in Anchorage and Fairbanks,

,

the Employment Association Specialists

the Director of the Senior College of
the

University of Alaska, the Governor, a Senator,
and various social workers
from village areas were contacted

and interviewed by Committee members.

In December, an important report was published:

"Higher and Adult Educa-

tional Needs in Rural Alaska" by the Alaska Native
Foundation, a report

which provided additional valuable data.

These sources increased the

Committee’s knowledge of native needs as well as adding to
its credibility
among negative forces.

Attendance and interest increased as was evidenced

at the hearings and committee meetings.
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During the third stage, nine
hearings „ 9

„

hela „„ proposals

Committee would recommend to
bring .bout change.
submitted with alternatives,
to all personnel

2)

The proposals mere

A copy of each drafted proposal
was given

which included students,
teachers, and staff-before

the hearing was held.
1)

^^

The purpose
numr>« of s-k
the v.
hearings was three-fold

To answer any questions
pertaining to their
proposal;
To interpret the intent of
the proposal;
To receive additional
suggestions concerning
the proposal.

To insure as open a discussion
as possible, the Change Agent
suggested a

different moderator for each hearing,
to be selected for his neutrality
towards the proposal under discussion.

Those who were unable to attend

were urged to submit their comments
and suggestions to be read at the
hearing.

The format included a reading of the
proposal by the moderator

(extra copies were available at the meeting
for those who had forgotten

their copy)

;

an explanation of the proposal by the
proposer; answering of

questions on the proposal by Committee members; and
the acceptance of
suggestions on the proposal.

All hearings were taped as well as recorded

by the Committee secretary, who also maintained
an attendance record.
the next meeting of the Committee, the objections and
suggestions given

at the hearing were reviewed and a final recommendation
was formulated.

Hirschowitz comments on this phase:
Required Phase IXI task acts include brainstorming;
opinioning; the seeking of options and alternatives;
the weighting and listing of these; the analysis of
probable costs and consequences attached to each;
and the construction of a decision scale by which to
weight alternatives
Alternatives are then carefully screened and processed; a decision model

At
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is constructed which can
select rationally these
alternatives which combine the
virtues of both
fulfllllng a need— and practical
feasibility—
aCtUalize that need ---- when there
is very
significant d°
disagreement in this phase, without
clearweightmg of valued alternatives,
then an
extended period of creative
solution-incubation
may be required, when the leader
is aware of hazy
uncertainty within the group during
the solutioning
phase, he should act to postpone
closure so that
ongoing homework, negotiation and
creative incubation
can occur between the problem-solving
sessions.

hearing was scheduled before the
final recommendation if substantial change of the proposal had
to be made; then the recommendation
was submitted to the Superintendent
together with a suggested time

schedule for implementation.
I

am not explaining in detail the "why's" of
each of the changes,

except as they help in understanding of the
"how's" in the process for

modification work.

The appendix contains several samples of
actual

recommendations for those interested in the outcomes.

Instead, I will

follow through one sequence of proposals which were
significant in

initiating modification at Mt. Edgecumbe.
As a result of joint meetings between the Student
Council and the

Student Involvement Committee, the creation of a new
course in Student

Government and Leadership was proposed by the Student Council
to the

Modification Committee.

The proposal was recommended by the Committee

and submitted to the Superintendent after the procedures of
consideration

and hearing had been followed.
semester.

This course was offered in the second

The full documentation of the process of this proposal is

exemplary

^Hirchowitz, pp. 235-236.
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In student and faculty
surveys the need for student
leadership

opportunities and training was
listed.

In the Committee minutes of
August 21, 1974 (its first meeting),
four concerns were listed that
relate directly to student leadership:
#16.
#30.
#31.
#59.

Lack of motivation by students
No one is listening to the
students
Lack of student participation
No leadership activities for
students

As the Modification Committee
put those concerns in order, it first

considered under "Staff-Student Relationships":

"student involvement in

decisions of policy (too much reactional
work rather than being on the
ground floor)."

Because of organizational activity, nothing
was actually

done about this matter until the October
16th meeting of the Committee,

during which lack of student leadership was
mentioned in relation to the
overall lack of school spirit.

The Committee minutes of October 16

question:

V

What function does this school play that encourages
students to become leaders in the future? There used
to be different school activities, i.e., pep club,
senior club, student-run assemblies, etc., that helped
students learn about leadership. We keep hearing
" used- to-be"
We need to pick up on some of these
things.
It can be done again.
.

The Modification Committee was finally ready to take some steps
toward

developing a proposal during its October 31st meeting.

Here, the Committee

saw a "lack of student involvement and participation in the decision-making
on school activities; and the chain of command.

The Committee unanimously

decided to pursue the lack of student involvement and participation in
the decision-making on school activities."
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Two key Proceaure!
decisions were

Mde

during the process of

developing this leadership
course proposal.

It was the first proposal
to go through the new
procedure because the Committee
decided that a
proposal need not always go
through the regular channels,
that is.
through the teacher-suoervisors
.ervisors.
t+j
it could go directly to
the Committee
as this one was doincr.
c Prnn ri
=ii proposals
all
'
would now go to the
pe intendent, not to the
Principal. The November 22,
1974 minutes of
the Committee show that the
Principal was finding it difficult
to withstand the pressure put upon
him by the teacher-supervisors,
who wished
to delay implementation of
the leadership course.
Furthermore, the

Committee worked directly under the
supervision of the Superintendent,
seemed the most logical person to
receive their proposal recommendation.
This being the first and possibly the
most important proposal to

procede through the process, the Change
Agent discussed its every turn
with the Committee Chairman in order to
avoid possible delay in its

implementation and disappointment on the part of
both students and faculty.
Also, many teachers were "fence-sitting" to see
just what was going to

happen in the attempt to bring about modification
from within the school.
The Superintendent was informed of the developments
at each phase, and

his commitment to the Committee and its work was
reinforcing.

For

example, he was supportive by his presence at the open
hearing on

December

3,

1974; by his agreeing that all proposals go directly to
him

with a time schedule for adoption and implementation or return
for
revision; by his agreement to be the moderator of the second hearing;
and
by his agreement to have his memo of acceptance published in the
Committee

Kj
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newsletter.

His commitments doting
the first proposel helped
to establish
the credibility and viability
of the Committee in the
eyes of most of the
faculty, even in the face of
a boycott of Committee
activities by a
number of teachers and by the
history department supervisor,
none of whose
teachers was present at the
hearing.
As the leadership course
proposal was going through the
newly-created
process, the Committee was
collecting data from throughout the
state, and
department position papers on other
key areas of concern, leaving
the

organization and implementation
of the newly-approved course in
the hands
of the administration allowed the
Committee to turn to another problemschool credit requirements for
graduation.
The next curriculum change aimed
at reducing the
as part of the 18 credits needed
for graduation.

1&

mandatory courses

This requirement seemed

incompatible with the school's goal of
being responsive to individual
student needs through self-determined
education.

After lengthy discussion,

position papers, and hearings, the Committee
decided that more individual
student choice would be desirable; consequently,
the Committee proposed
that the required units be reduced to 12.

This issue was controversial

because some teachers felt threatened by a decision
to eliminate their
courses from the required list.

(See Chapter III.)

The adoption of more flexible graduation requirements
necessitated
increased individual counseling to make individual choice
effective; consequently, an advisory system was studied so that help would
be provided
for each student as opportunities for self-determination
increased.

To meet

this counseling need, an advisory system similar to the
one developed by
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the National Association of
Secondary School Principals
was developed and
processed through each phase
of the process and
adopted.
(See Appendix „.)

Next in priority was the
problem of the school calendar
which needed
to be tailored to fit the
peculiar native needs. To continue
the usual
two semester arrangement
with a ten-day mid-year vacation-a
plan in
existence since 1947-was
inappropriate since all the students
had to
travel great distances during
poor weather. Additionally, many
celebrated
their religious holiday (Russian
Orthodox) two weeks later than the
scheduled vacation period; these
students were returning to school two
weeks or more late for the second
semester.
The students who remained
at school (about fifty percent)
were left with time on their hands; they
often became involved in anti-social
activities or became depressed by

homesickness and loneliness, and lost interest
in school.

The Committee

proposed, therefore, that the school
calendar be scheduled in a 4-1-4

month pattern.

Each four-month period was to be divided
into two eight-week

quarters with a one-month interim at the holiday
season.

For those

remaining at the school, the one-month interim
would be used for high intensity courses for credit.

In this way, the school-bound student
could

enrich his educational program and simultaneously
reduce the total length
of time spent away from home by accumulating credit
for an early graduation.

Since the Mt. Edgecumbe teachers are hired for an eleven-month
period,
they would be available in the classroom regardless of
student attendance

during the interim; hence, a better use would be made of both
student
and teacher time by this new arrangement.

Another problem rather unique to Mt. Edgecumbe School was the
extremely
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diverse preparation with which
students entered the various
subject areas.
Since the students were educated
in over a hundred remote
villages, having
little interaction or contact
with other educational systems,
the teachers
found as many levels of
preparation as students in the class.
The
general rule was to seek an
instructional level near the lowest
attainment and build from there;
consequently, many better-prepared
students
were bored as they waited for
their class to reach new materials
and
higher levels of attainment. Clearly,
individualization of the instruction
was needed.
The Committee proposed that all
courses be offered on a quarterly

basis so that students would not be
locked into year-long courses that

were repeating information that they
had already been presented or was
beyond the range of their understanding.

Also, the Committee encouraged

the use of individualized teaching
within the course itself.

For example,

the English Department adopted an
individualized method of teaching graitunar

m

which a pre-test, a level test, and a post-test
could give the teacher

information about the student's ability level; this
procedure allowed
students to test out to a more advanced course while the
teacher gave

individualized help to students with special problems.

This English test-

ing was done during the first quarter so that a student
could be guided
in the selection of quarter courses that' would develop his
language

facilities best and appeal to his interest most during the rest of the
school year.

Stage III is always in constant flux as new proposals are forthcoming
and position papers and hearings are necessary.

Because the modification
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process xs open-ended, proposals are encouraged
at all times,

Once

recommendations are adopted and implemented,
a fourth stage for such
recommendations can be identified.
STAGE IV
The fourth stage begins with the
adoption of proposals.
Mt. Edgecumbe,

At

this stage appeared with the development
of a calendar year

long plan (1975) for the continuing
operation of the modification program.
The Committee and its advisor saw the need
for sustaining the program for
at least a second school year because a
number of the recommendations

that were proposed could not be implemented
until the next school year.
In order to insure that the school calendar,

student advisory system, and

other changes were implemented as proposed, a
follow-up plan for a second
school year was made.

Included in this plan was a provision for the

Committee to meet during the summer vacation in order to lose
none of the

momentum for change.

The intention was not to delay implementation or

allow matters to return to the status quo.
In January, the Committee agreed upon a monthly schedule for the
year

by expressing goals and methods of operation for the Committee.

Appendix I.)

(See

Included in this calendar wereplanning for operation without

the presence of the Advisor and the selection of new Committee members for
the following school year.

Plans were instituted for the time and method

of selection of new members as well as for a job description for a

Curriculum Coordinator position to replace that of the Modification Advisor
Concern was expressed for the establishment of future goals as well as the

need for an outside evaluation to assess progress and help in determining
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future direction.

In March, the State Director of
the Bureau of Indian

Affairs appointed an independent task
force review committee composed
of representatives from State-wide
educational organizations.

The Task

Force Review Committee spent time
at the school with the Committee.

When

their report was published in April,
they recommended that "the team

approach to change as developed by the
Program Modification Committee
be continued as the official recommending
agents for change."

This

evaluation by the Bureau Committee was the
first official confirmation
of the positive impact of the Longmeadow
Process in bringing about needed
change at Mt. Edgecumbe School.
Also, during the fourth stage, self-evaluation
and assessment of its

work were begun by the Committee.

The gratifying recommendation of the

Task Force Review came in the midst of the
self-evaluation and helped

reaffirm the feelings of the Committee that their work
had value.
tions for the future needed study;

Recommenda-

plans were made and carried out to

visit native villages and talk to parents, village leaders,
teachers, and
incoming students to discover what courses, policies, and
programs could
best serve their needs in the future.

These interviews proved very useful

in developing a proposal for supplementing village education
by offering

short, high intensity programs in various subjects that were not
available
in the villages.

Thus, the Committee's work continued to develop alterna-

tives that were submitted to open hearings before final recommendations

were made.

Proposals on course offerings, a new middle school, a grading

policy, and a health team were considered.

Recommendations for future

modifications were reviewed, and from these deliberations grew the decision
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to ask for volunteers to serve on
the 1975-76 Program Modification

Committee.

The development of these plans was
also important so that no

momentum would be lost when the Modification
Advisor left in June and
the summer vacation began.

This fourth and last stage culminated
with a series of teacher-

organized workshops in which both inside and
outside authorities discussed

individualization and consulted personally with
every teacher to assist in
the planning of individualized instruction
during the coming year.

As

Mt. Edgecumbe teachers explained to others
how they were individualizing

their programs, the sharing of ideas and
expertise developed pride and

team-feeling which had been growing throughout the
year, but missing
previous to the existence of the Modification Project.

One indication of

this new spirit was to be found in the increased
numbers of voluntary

proposals from the teachers themselves.
The last workshop, following the close of school on May
16th, con-

centrated on the development and completion of Terminal Performance
Objectives and Terminal Measurement Instruments for all First Quarter
courses.

General problem-solving sessions were held during the mornings,

after which six consultants were available to meet with individual teachers
on a request basis.

Department meetings were held daily as teachers

coordinated their objectives within their departments.

Because many

teachers expressed the desire for interdepartmental cooperation to cover
gaps in the educational offerings, subsequent meetings were held to address
this need.

As a result, the school year 1974-75 ended with a new spirit

of cooperation and hopeful anticipation for a well-planned year ahead.
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The four stages represent one complete
cycle of the Modification
Process.

Selection of the process by which modification
would take place

occurred in the first stage and also in the
fourth stage to allow for a

reorganization and a smooth transition from one
year to the next.

Although Committee membership and leadership
would change annually, it
was agreed to have at least two members of
the existing Committee continue
for a second year to give continuity and
experience to the new Committee.

When the Superintendent requested volunteers for
membership on the next
year

s

Program Modification Committee, ten faculty members volunteered

for the five remaining openings.

The Superintendent appointed new

members from these volunteers to assure that all departments would
have

representation on the Committee.

The involvement of the Superintendent

in this capacity assured the Committee of his continued support
for their

work.

SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The goal of the Mt. Edgecumbe 1974-75 Modification Program was to have

the school become more responsive to the needs of its students.
end, two steps were taken:

To this

first, a process which would open up

opportunities for faculty, student, and staff involvement in decision-making
was adopted and second, the adopted process was put into operation to bring

about positive change in order to meet student needs.

During the year,

over fifty new courses were proposed by staff members and students.

Over

forty faculty members out of fifty-six participated in Committee meetings,
and there were 168 volunteer faculty involvements in Committee-sponsored
activities.

Nine open hearings were held with a combined total of 278 in
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attendance in addition to the regular
Cormnittee members.

Twenty- two
proposed modifications were
processed through the planned change
phases
1)
during 1974-75 and were adopted
by the school administration.
These
modifications are summarized as follows:
2)

Faculty Meeting Agenda Committee

A Faculty Meeting Agenda Committee
was established and involved
five faculty members in helping
to plan and present more
relevant and regular general faculty
meetings.
Graduation Course and Credit Requirements
Courses required for graduation were
reduced from 16^ out of
a total requirement to 12.
This reduction allowed for increased individual student choice. One
immediate result of
this revision was the addition of a
number of new elective
courses now that students would have time
for them in their
schedules.
Because graduation credit requirements were
increased from eighteen to twenty, both the variety
and quantity
of studies were expanded for completing
the basic program at
3)
5)

Advisory Homeroom Period Program
The advisory homeroom program was instituted
to enable
students and faculty to become acquainted on a more
relaxed
basis than was possible in the classroom. Each
teacher
would be assigned ten students for this program;
students
expressed their preference for faculty advisor. To
identify
their role as advisors, a workshop for the faculty was
held.

4)

School Calendar Year, 4-1-4 Plan
The 4-1-4 plan provided more realistically for time for
students
to travel home during the religious holidays; additionally,
it
allowed for the development of high interest-high involvement
intern programs for those remaining at the school.

Course Offerings For First Quarter 1975-76 School Year
The elective program for the first quarter was expanded;
importantly, each course had to have written terminal performance
objectives and terminal measurement instruments as a result
of the end of the school year faculty workshop.

Middle-of-the-year Transfers
Orientation Program
de f ° r

studeni^tS
T
,° enter
,,

,

^^-of-the-year

rViewed tested
SSna placed
being
classes.

ni/? m

transfer

a holding process in which
they
'

'

^d

oriented before

School Day (including evening
course offerings)

Flexibility in the school- day
hours allowed for learning
activities to be scheduled at
times more suitable to
boarding school students.
Directed Study-period Program
Time for directed study was
planned in order to have
quiet in the dormitories. This
directed study was also
used for carrying out the Tutoring
Program.

Middle School-Pre-high School Students
Program
When pre-high school Bureau of Indian
Affairs boarding
school (Wrangle Institute) was closed
during the year,
Mt. Edgecumbe made preparations for
instituting a middleschool program.
H ea lth Education and Information Program

Plans were made to increase the drug and alcohol
information program together with counseling services.

Educational Supportive Program For Village Secondary
Schools
Small village high schools with limited course
offerings
began being built in the "bush." Mt. Edgecumbe School
proposed to support and augment these schools by preparing
and sending packaged learning programs; also, a practicum
was developed to bring small groups of students for a
few
weeks and give them specialized instruction in a particular
study at Mt. Edgecumbe.

Interdepartmentalization Health Team

Health education teams were established to draw together
five separate departments and the local Indian Hospital
to share and strengthen the total health program.

Interdepartmentalization Language Arts and
Title
Departments

i' iuylcU"

I

Reading

neiP solve student reading difficulties.

Vocational Planning Committee

A Vocational Planning Committee was
created to up-date the
course offerings in the light of job
opportunities for
natives then and in the future.
Establishment of a Student Involvement Committee
A Student Involvement Committee was established
to provide
a way for students to bring their concerns
before a group
to include the Superintendent for possible
action.
Native Language Specialist Position For 1975-76

A Native Language Specialist position was created for
the
1975-76 school year in order to develop a bilingual program.
This position would add to the effort to set up a
coordinated
native affairs program within each department of the school.
Curriculum Coordinator Position With Proposed Job Description
A Curriculum Coordinator position was established to replace
the Change Agent position of the modification project; the
new Curriculum Coordinator would be a permanent position
with duties and responsibilities outlined by the Program
Modification Committee.

Teacher Coordinator Position

A Teacher Coordinator position was designed to replace the
Teacher-Supervisor position as the latter diminshed in
numbers by attrition. This position was to rotate yearly
among the department members.
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Space Facility Utilization
Survey Team
FaC ity utilization Survey
Team was created to
fxnd more effxcient and
responsive ways of using and
ing Stati0nS
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Reorganization of Program Modification
Committee for 1975-76
rg niZati0n and thS con tinuation
of the Program
! 0n COmlnittee
f° r 1975-76 was Planned
carefully
in ord
^
f ° lloW- through on the
implementation
adnn+of adopted
modifications.

Mod^° C

-

T

22 )

Reorganization of Modification Design
Table of Organization
Reorganization of the modification design
provided for
more involvement through new structures
as well as established
a Superintendent's Council.
S ee Appendix L.)
(

difiCati0nS
in reSponse to student, faculty and
administra^° concerns expressed in the
administrative
initial surveys. However,
lmP° r ant than an^ one or al l °f the
modifications was the attitudinal
^ acknowledged
change that
that teachers have a creative force and
ideas
capable of being used to improve the school,
with this attitudinal change,
it was possible to encourage more ideas
and proposals for modification.
i

Eight highly effective, half-day, in-service,
teacher-administrative
workshops were held for which twenty teachers volunteered
to help plan
and give leadership.

Following a survey of needs, the workshops were

organized and helped in these areas;
1.

2

.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Reorganizing a course into quarters
Scheduling and Registration
Teacher -Advisor Program
Individualized Instruction
Workshops on Individualized Instruction in Classroom
Communication
Evaluation and planning of future workshops
Terminal Performance Objectives and Terminal
Measurements Instruments

(Attendance by faculty and administrative personnel as well as by a number
from the Student Personnel Service was notable
.
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CHAPTER

V

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

From the experience of the
Process
nocess at Mt.
mik
Edgecumbe,
a number of
observations can be offered for
the consideration of anyone
desiring to
bring about renewal in a secondary
school. Although each institution
must analyze why change has
not taken place before it can
hope to develop
a program that will deal with
change-blocking, the longmeadow Process
offers some fundamental principles
and techniques that are useful for
initiating desired modifications.
At Mt. Edgecumbe School, the federal
government imposed a very fixed chain-of
-command, virtually in the
military style.

Analysis showed that contributions from
lower levels

of the chain were extremely difficult
to obtain.

such contributions

In order to encourage

from teachers and students, the development
of an

alternative operational structure had to be
introduced in order to
bring about a self-renewal program.

The alternative operational structure

selected was the longmeadow Process which has been
explained in the earlier
chapters and from which the following observations
have been drawn.

SCHOOL CHANGE THAT IS RESPONSIVE TO STUDENT NEEDS EMERGES
FROM
BROAD INVOLVEMENT.
Schools are organized by the community in order to educate
the
children within the community because it is in the best
interest of the

community to have an educated citizenship.

Student educational needs

should reflect changing community needs; consequently the school
must be

responsive to the needs of the community to be responsive to the
needs of
students.

Consistent review of the opinions and judgments of the community.
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parents, and students must
be part of the +.total
oe
*.
i
school program in order
that the school's goals ate
kept in l ine with student
needs.
in a continuing attempt
to keep a school responsive
to its students'
needs, the necessity of
encouraging the egression
of nee ideas is vital.
teachers, and parents
should have the opportunity
to have their
ideas receive egual attention,
review, and consideration
for adoption.
Students, as well as all who
are the originators of an
idea that is adopted,
will develop interest,
confidence, spirit, and commitment
to the success
of the idea and the total
school program. Scribner and
Stevens suggest that
the increase of involvement
will result in the acceptance
of responsi-

bility when a student becomes
a full citizen and could reduce
the
presence of school vandalism and
violence.
"What more valuable service
could a high school provide than
to turn out graduates who are
experienced
in governing their lives?" -'-they
ask.

All schools will claim that they already
have the means to respond to
their students' ideas, but often they do
not recognize how impeded these
channels may have become.

In a period such as the recent one
when leader-

ship has been often suspect and "revolution"
fashionable, there must be a

Place where ideas may be brought for unemotional,
rational consideration.
How sad that many of our brightest and best
students believe that their
only recourse is a letter to the Civil Liberties
Union or to other agencies
that will fight the school to make themselves heard.

toe of the major problems in responding to student needs is
the timelag between a proposal to meet a need and its implementation.

.^•Scribner and Stevens, p 74.

Some
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educators have seen gaps as long as
twenty years.

I suggest that a
positive way of reducing time-lag is
by having students, teachers, and

parents participate in the ongoing
change process of any school.

Scribner

and Stevens suggest that students be
equal partners with teachers in

working out the plans, purpose, and
organization of their school to the
extent that students be granted
graduation credit for their partici-

pation and the resultant learning
experience.

They justify the use of

students to obtain much-needed reforms
in a school by saying that, as
planners, students would have the right of
appeal, if those receiving the

recommendation did not agree, thus learning how the
democratic political
process works; also, students will be participating
as full citizens in
an actual microcosm of society, and they will
"feel the weight and

pride of responsibility, and experience the dynamics of
real politics
waged for real stakes." 2

During the previous six-year period at Mt. Edgecumbe School, three
attempts to bring about change had been made by people who were not
directly

involved in the school; consequently, when change was proposed, those who
were supposed to implement it lacked the necessary understanding and

commitment to follow through to the implementation stage of the recommendations

.

Scribner and Stevens, in their high school renewal plan, strongly
suggest that no matter how the renewal process is organized, each student
and teacher must participate for the entire duration of the project.

2Scribner and Stevens, p. 70.

They
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urge that each individual school
be given the option' of
approaching its
reform project in its own way.
The only common requirement
for all
renewal projects is that the
"support, or at least the tolerance
of the
principal and his school district
supervisors up to and including the
school board, must be achieved in
advance so as to protect the integrity
of the planning process.
3
11

.

In the Mt. Edgecumbe project,
support and commitment were necessary
to protect those involved in
the project from possible negative,
vengeful

reactions, especially from the adherents
of the status quo.

Also, the

reform group had to be free to fail
occasionally or often in their efforts
at modification without the loss of
support or tolerance by those groups

who direct and implement policy.

If possible, support for and commitment to
change from all levels of

authority should be obtained in writing before the
initiation of a modification project.

As the Mt. Edgecumbe Committee minutes for November
13,

1975 explained, "the people who are involved in a
problem should write

policies for them..."

This procedure lessens the possibility of misunder-

standing or of mind-changing and helps to identify problems
clearly.

The

successful exercise of the procedure will support its continued use
by
those affected during the second and succeeding years of operation
in the
Committee.

Goodlad stated in an address as part of a National Conference of

American Secondary Schools in April 1976
change, good or bad, is self-interest.

"

the most powerful force for

For change to be good and construc-

tive, self-interest and the common welfare must become virtually one."

^Scribner and Stevens, p. 69.
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SCHOOLS SHOULD PROVIDE A FORUM FOR
THE FREE EXPRESSION AND
IMPLEMENTAT ION OF IDEAS ABOUT SCHOOLING.
As models of intellectual inquiry
and democratic processes, schools

need to be self-critical; therefore,
schools have a special obligation
to provide opportunities for the free
expression of

schooling itself.

ideas— even about

To fail to do so would be hypocritical.

Such

opportunities exist in the process described in this
study, especially in
the establishment of a central modification
committee like the one at
Mt. Edgecumbe.

Additionally, the change process has to guarantee im-

plementation for any acceptable ideas that may be recommended;
otherwise,
there will be only a meaningless collection of new ideas with
no hope for

their realization in needed reforms.

Soon, contributors will lose heart

if there is no serious commitment or available process to translate
their

ideas into actualities, and morale will decline as well as the potential
for change.

It is essential, therefore, that school philosophy and

adminstration recognize the school itself as the appropriate forum for
self-criticism and reform measures.
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TEACHERS CAN BE EFFECTTVF arpMmo TM ^
CHANGE IE GIVEN TIME,
1

NEEDED

Support for the theory that
professional teachers can be a
significant force in bringing
about reform in their school
comes from Keith
Davrs in his book Human Beh
avior at Work. He identifies
four characteristics
of professionalism as
"intellectual expertise, claim for
autonomy, professional commitment, and
responsible self-government. "4
Teachers have
traditionally been given recognition
in three of these four areas: that
is,
intellectual expertise has been
acknowledged because advanced education
is

required for employment; autonomy,
because of academic freedom in the
classroom; and professional commitment
by the time insured to teachers to
hold professional workshops and other
meetings to exchange professional

information.

However, the fourth area of professionalism,
self-government,

has not been recognized in most of our
schools.

Professional, business,

and scientific enterprises other than those
in the educational sphere
are beginning to recognize that their
employees are valuable participants
in management levels of organization.

A new Collegial Theory of Organiza-

tional Behavior in which managers and employees
are seen as joint

contributors, rather than bosses and labor is gradually
evolving, according
to Davis.

At Mt. Edgecumbe, membership on the Program Modification
Committee
was considered part of the teacher’s regular duty assignment,
and time was

allotted for daily meetings throughout the school year.

The authority to

create special committees and to seek volunteer members was exercised

4Davis, p. 251.

~te„ si v ely

freedom to contact a„
y

,.

personnel was provided.
reports, and co-muoicete

„ source

fQr materiais

^

^
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The anthority to schednle
meetings, polish

„

a 5chool

Program Modification Committee.

«prese „ t, tlve

ras

^

^

By being directly involved
in change
for a full year, commitment
to follow through with
successful implementa-

tion occurred,

when recommendations were
not acted upon or else discarded
after use, the Committee knew
„ hy ,„ d could adjust their
recommendation
so that it became more
acceptable.

Goodlad maintains that if
teachers can become part of the
decisionmaking process, then they will
make a significant contribution.
5
I
would extend Goodlad- s theory by
including teachers in the organizational
modification of the school. In using
Davis' Collegial Theory, which
claims
that professionally-trained
personnel want to be involved in selfgovernment, 6 student-teacher participatory
involvement is included in
the process for school reform and was
included in the Mt. Edgecumbe Project.

Scribner and Stevens also urge the use of
students and staff in the
Planning process for self-renewal.

They say that parents must be won
over

to understand support for a process for
change which should not be an

effort by a group of students and sympathetic
teachers to shirk their

responsibilities to learn and to teach; "rather it is a
real effort by
students and teachers to take on a higher level of
responsibility, that
they want to improve their school..." 7

5 Good lad,

6 Davis, p.
7 Scribner

p.

212.

351.

and Stevens, p. 71.

Scribner's and Stevens' plan would

Stop formal classes £or
a period of not Iess
than three
» pottoa

^^
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up

of a year so that the
entire school coma he
involved in the

planning process.

The „t. Edgecu^e
process tor change differs
in that a
ative group of teachers
and students is continuously
involved in
a working committee tor
the entire y ear with
a hnilt-in renewal process
for the following year.

Goodlad made a case for
this point by declaring
that "the failure to
see the school as a social
system in its own right and
as the focal point
tor educational i»prov«„e„t
constituted the greatest shortcoming
of the
Schooling Decade." 8 He added "Tt- o e
ed.
It is fair _to say that the
dominant assumption in the improvement of
schooling has been that the most
direct route
is to change the behavior
of the teacher-some approaches
have simply
assumed this relationship, others
have sought to test it. The
results
are discouragingly inconclusive." 9
The Longmeadow Process does not
direct
itself toward changing the behavior
of teachers, but directs its efforts
to involve teachers as
participants in decisio„-„aking~an
involvement
which will affect their behavior.
-i

•

CHANGE CAN TAKE PLACE WITHOUT THE DIRECT
INVOLVEMENT OF
ADMINISTRATORS IN ITS PLANNING AND RECOMMENDATION
STAGES
The Longmeadow Process suggested the exclusion
of administrators from

participation on the Modification Committee once the
process for change
had been selected.

Initially, the administrative supervisory
teachers

(Department Chairmen) were not considered as necessary
persons to exclude;
8 Goodlad, p.

9 Ibid, p.

17.

45.
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however, an assessment by
the Rea-inn^i
n
Regional Bureau
of Indian affairs
representatives suggested that
Supervisory Teachers also
he excluded, at the
end of
the second stage, the
Modification Co„»ittee itself
reco-ended that the
Supervisory Teachers, as a
group, be oopbined with
the Comnittee to review
curriculum proposals. The
combined conmittees became
known as the
Curriculum Review Committee
.m,his combination was an
adaptation of the
Process which was necessary
to bring the Supervisory
Teachers together to
express their positions
and to gain understanding
of the problems of other
departments.
This adaptation successfully
provided for the airing of
e positions and for
gaming the overall support of the
Supervisory
Teachers after the Committee
had established itself.
,

.

In Scribner's and Stevens'
high school renewal plan, they
state that

the position of the principal
be a supportive and not a
blocking one.

"The

principal, who is chief planner,
would be resoonsible for making
sure that
the planners have what they
need-meeting rooms, secretarial services,
and so forth-and that they move
forward on their agenda.

But by no means

would the principal have veto power; he
has a vote, and the right to

participate in the work ." 10
the role of the principal.

Scribner and Stevens have some concern
about
In the Longmeadow Process, the
principal's

role is flexible depending on his experience
with change processes.

If,

as in the Mt. Edgecumbe situation, the
principal was a roadblock to change,

then the principal was relegated an ex-officio
role without voting

privileges; he was, however, regarded as a valuable resource
person and

consulted on various difficulties of implementation.

l°Scribner and Stevens, p. 69.

Even if the principal
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active supporter of charge,
he should repain an
ex-officio »e„ber
of the central change
eo»ittee, in „y iudgpout, the
„ he „
ideas ana responses of
others. *, exar,pl e of such
prejudice is recorded
in the Mt. Edgecumbe ConMittee
minutes of October 1974, "He
[the principal
was against this idea in 1970
u„
t
sn
f
30 why bother bringing up
the idea again
now?"
is

m^

'

,

.

The principal will have his
opportunity to respond to and inject
his
ideas and opinions at both the
hearing and recommendation stages
of the
change process. He can and
should ask that some recormnendations
be
reconsidered on the basis of additional
information that he may be able to
provide; however, the excuse that
"we tried it before and it didn't
work"
is not acceptable information
because of changed circumstances and
contents.
It is important to emphasize
that in the Mt. Edgecumbe experience,
the

Modification Committee reached agreement by
consensus and made recommendations to the administration; thus the
administration can be involved at

certain phases where they will not stifle the
creation and promotion of
new ideas.
CONSENSUS IS THE DETERMINANT OF CHANGE PROPOSALS

Hirschowitz remarks; "Group members continue to interact
until consensus
about the group's proposal has been established."

solidarity in sentiment or "general agreement."

Consensus means group
At Mt. Edgecumbe, the

Program Modification Committee agreed that final decisions would
be made
after a consensus of the members was reached.

During its second year, this idea was still in effect, according to
the minutes of November 21, 1975:
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t
h
the
agrees
on rLrtalf" ‘•\ .."
St
“ U1 be =>»“> as
a co„sS*
ensuss of the committee
in the minutes.

r “

2.

If the word
"consensus" is not used,
it will

decided that no one

»«*„

would take , minority
posits
6J!press
disagreement with the
majority option to weaken
a tin,! decision.
Committee consensns
emphasises agreement with
a u„e of action after
a
thorough discussion of
the proposed change by
peopie who have he.n given
equal status with the
administrators who formerly
imposed action, the
Committee accepted this
plan early in its developmental
stage, and consensus
was the determinant adopted
even though many conflicting
opinions were exsed on every proposal.
P
At no time was it necessary
to use another
means to reach agreement
within the Committee. Scribner
and Stevens point
out that"members are...co-workpro
kers m... reaching consensus
on findings and
recommendations'.'^ Obviously, the
attainment of consensus reflected
many
long, complicated discussions
so that everyone could be
heard.
This procedure caused delays in progress
initially; however, it did
result in
sustaining the Committee members'
interest throughout the entire
year,

„

,

.

and, as people became accustomed
to a new-found voice in the
school program,
the process of reaching agreement
speeded up as they progressed
beyond the

initial venting of long, built-up frustrations.

Approximately 168 full

Program Modification Committee membership
meetings were held from August
1974 to June 1975.

Reaching agreement by consensus not only
held interest

but was instrumental in keeping members on the
Committee— only one member

^Scribner and Stevens,

p.

69.
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resigned

«rl y

in the year-end
no change in the
chairmanship was ever
suggested or contempiated
Xn my opinion, the
pursuit cf consensus
allowed Committee .enters
of diverse hachgrounds,
interests, and experience
to work together
harmoniously.
.

The key to the Committee

obtaining consensus was to
make a school-

commitment so important
that its desirability
caused individuals
to put aside their
personal goals, loyalties,
and past grievances.
The
goal of Mt. Edgecumbe
"to „ahe the school more
responsive to the students'
needs" helped Committee
members to give up previously-held
positions and
allowed agreement to se
,
mi,„
be reached.
rear-h,=f=i
The advisor initially, and
the Committee
eventually, reminded each
other of this one overriding
goal.
.

STRUCTURES F0* PROPOSING NEEDED
CHANGE AND TO

The position of change agent or
group is a necessary part of the
total
change process and should be
filled preferably by a person
outside the

existing institution.

The outside influence has as one
of its functions

the detached, unemotional, and object
view of the institution undergoing

the change.

This position should be filled by a
well-trained, experienced

person who is knowledgeable about the various
change processes that could
be selected to fit the needs of an institution
in order to reach its goals.

The need for an outsider is mentioned by several
reformers.

Scribner and

Stevens indicate that in their high school renewal
plan, the only outsiders

needed would be consultants. 12

12 Scribner and Stevens, pp.

Goodlad supports this preference
by

71-72.
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commenting:

irreconcilab le dilemma,
the system for
t0
intended. .. there must be
some way for out.il
rSS UrCeS
inS±de needs to
come together prodnot
?
ultlnat&1 y' harmoniously...
an effective change
11

Sa^grarising^rom

alternative

“1“

^

b^i IIV
eTtH^dV^T-

'

“*

““

and
a
continuous
.““a
.?
process of improvement. 13

Goodi.d ,1,0 aays that
"with the

«

of outside eapert oonamtant,
on a
temporary partnership hasi,
with an inside group....
the consultant's
funotion is to help teaohers
acquire the necessary skills
and knowledge to
become internal change
agents. -14
„e poi„ ts 0nt that the
wise change
stresses not the forms of
the new but the merits of
doing established
things better.
'

in his unpublished dissertation
on "Institution Building and
the
Development Process," Reynolds
comments on the role of the
advisor who is
the outside change agent, and
the progress stages that his
relationship
with the inside reform person or
group will take. Each stage has
an
identify transformation for both the
inside and the outside members
of the
reform project, which starts with
"gearing into" the organization
and ends
with the final stage of "enabling" the
inside reform members to carry
on
the reform project and assuming full
authority for its continuation. 15
It is important that the change agent
have certain skills and
characteristics

that enable him to relinquish certain roles
at the time when a counterpart

•^

3 Goodlad,

14 Ibid.,

p.

p.

19.

74.

15’Reynolds,
p. 61.
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from within is ready and
willing to assume
such roles. Reynolds
mentions
tli© need for the careful
k=s 1
balancing and pacing of
responsibility-sharing.
Also, he mentions what
Roland Barren ^
presents
ents as a major
„„i
problem for a
change agent: choosing
between task achievement
and pnocess achievement.
Even those agents who
normally emphasize process
are likely to redirect
their efforts toward task
achievement if pressed to show
results, when a
school is searching for
a model for change, it
would be wise to look for
one that stresses reliance
on resources within the
school.
Heynolds uses
Miles' definition of a
human resource model, it
directs "attention on all
organization members as reservoirs
of untapped resources. These
resources
include not only physical
skills and energy, but also
creative ability
and the capacity for
responsible, self-directed,
self-controlled behavior. "16
Given the assumptions of Miles,
Goodlad and Scribner about teachers'
abiiity to bring about change, the
advisor's job cannot be viewed
merely
as one of giving direction
and obtaining cooperation.
Instead, his primary
task becomes that of creating an
environment in which the total resources
of the school can be utilized.
Schools in need of reform must look
for
-»

a model like Longmeadow'

s— one

that includes:

1.

Involvement by teachers and students.

2.

A process that has as its base the
utilization of human resources and
materials from within the institution.

3.

A change advisor who is directed toward
"process achievement" rather than "task
achievement.

4.

A change advisor from outside the school
who is knowledgeable about change processes
and shares his experience unemotionally and
objectively.

16Reynolds, p. 87.
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0 PR0P0SALS ARE T0

ADMINISTRATOR

^ ^^SIBILITY

Ideas and proposals
for modification are
studied and openiy
renewal process. Each
one will have to pass
through the stages

Chapter IV, in order to
be recommended to the school
administra
Once recommended, the
responsibility for adopting the
recommendation
must rest with the authorized
person who is held responsible
for the
operational management of the
school.
In most instances, this
person
will be the school principal.
The reccxnmended change is now
at an
operational level. In the
Longmeadow Process, the procedure
stops here
and is turned over to the
administration for adoption or rejection.
One
of the purposes of the process
is to encourage all those
involved to bring
forth new ideas and alternatives
for possible ways by which the
school
reach its goals, yet, in so doing,
they do not take over the management and operation of the school,
which always remains the responsibility
and prerogative of those who are
authorized and accountable for school

administration
ONCE OPENED TO A DELIBERATE CHANGE PROCESS,
A SCHOOL
SHOULD NOT HAVE TO DEPEND ON PERSONALITIES
ALONE BUT
CAN BE SELF -MODIFYING.
The process for self-renewal should be such
an instrumental part of
the operational structure of a school that
personalities or personnel

changes should not alter its ongoing progress.

For too long, change has

been brought about only by a change in school leadership
or reactively by
an over-all response to a negative study or report
concerning the school.
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The function of the
administration should not be to
"know-it-all" , "have,
all- the-answers " but to
exercise its judgment in selecting
from a number
of alternatives issuing from
those affected by any school change
through
the established process for
change.
The administration is free to
exercise administrative judgment
in a positive and professional
manner
only when subjective personality
factors are reduced by the presence of

self-modification process-structures
such as those characterizing the
Longmeadow Process.

Conditions at Mt. Edgecumbe School prior
to September 1974 were such
that the school either should or would
be closed.

Many studies had been

made and are reviewed in Chapter II, indicating
the staff attitude problem

which reflected grave uncertainty.

Outdated school policies and regulations,

a dismal physical plant, as well as the
larger problem of changing demands

of an educated native population in Alaska, combined
to display an over-

whelming need for change.

If the school were to be saved, if the school

could continue to serve a purpose— then a wholly different
approach to
school renewal had to be attempted.

In the opinion of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, the Longmeadow Process with its originator as the change
agent would

provide the new and different approach.

That process was introduced in the

summer of 1974.

By September 1975, the conditions at Mt. Edgecumbe School had definitely
improved.

Faculty attitude was positive, and those not involved in modi-

fication were regarded as not fulfilling their duty; a $600,000 dormitory
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renovation was nearing completion;
student enrollment was the highest it
had been in six years.
Commitments by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to
the Mt. Edgecumbe Modification
Project were being made in several new

ways including support of the
recommended Curriculum Coordinator position.
Also, the Bureau extended the role
of the Modification Conunittee by

having it interview candidates for
that position.

The new Acting

Superintendent was also supporting the
Modification Committee recommendations and utilizing the new Superintendent's
Council as recommended by the

Committee.

Student involvement continued on all committees,
and a new

renovated Student Union was opened in September.

This project reflected

an interest in serving student needs and making
the residential school a

more pleasant place in which to live and learn.

The problem of improper

use of increased free time for students resulting from
a change in the

daily class schedule was resolved by the modification process
and not by
an arbitrary decision of the principal as had occurred in
the past.

The

new process was operating successfully even though new problems had
been
brought on by some of the implemented changes of the 1974-75 Modification
Committee
In my opinion, the increased opportunity for involvement leads to the

enhancement of personal worth; thus staff and students were now willing
to give of ideas, time, and effort to keep the school responsive and able
to meet its objectives.

The attitudes created over long years of

experience at the school fostered the notions that the only good ideas can
come from the outside or from those in positions of authority; the dominance
of these notions had been the major cause of organizational and educational
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stagnation at Mt. Edgecumbe.
school can come from

^

„

S

“S

ld

“

“ el

-

d

”“

.

°” C '’

conditions must be created.

^
“Cl “di"»

, _
if it is
true that ideas of
worth for a

*“»**

-

students, then two

”

— — - -e„

»

and stud,- „
extended
f tome, at least
a full school year,
or preferably two to
three
ye S '
b9 all °" ed £ ° r
*»
Outward with suh,e „e„t
q
thinking,
Additionally. the oh.nge
agent must he willing
to risk putting
Ut ° f 3 : ° b ln ° rdSr
t0 SUCCeed at what he
is doing because his

“ ""

presents and activities nag
h.

—

rented at first and because he
does not
belong to the conventional,
existing school structure.
Eventually, a
thorough understanding of
the renewal process and
sufficient practice with
it will result in making
everyone comfortable with it,
functions to the
degree that it becomes an
integral part of the total
school operation for
continuing and positive change.
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APPENDIX A

Assistant Area Director (Education), JAO
June 13, 1974
Acting Administrator Indian Education
Resource Center
,

Henry Rosenbluth, Education Specialist, Indian
Education Resources Center

Program Modification Design (PMD) for Mt. Edgecumbe
1974-1975 (Phase

I)

Pursuant to the Juneau meeting concerning the
status of the Mt. Edgecumbe
School, a conference was held at Sitka on June
11-13, to examine possible
a
ernatives which would revitalize the program. Although
it was recommened
at Juneau that an outcome of the next meeting
should be specifications for
the contracting of_ services in developing a
new curriculum the Sitka group
considered this move premature and suggested more staff
involvement at
the design stage.
,

After lengthy discussions about the need for change and
the conditions at
Mt. Edgecumbe that might slow the process, the group
concurred with the
Juneau Area Office goal statement FY 1975 (Item 3):
"To plan, develop, and
implement a more relevant and individualized program at Mt. Edgecumbe
to
meet the needs of the changing student enrollment."
In concert with the methods suggested for achieving this goal
conference proposed the following:

,

the Sitka

1)
Selection of a Program Modification Committee (PMC) composed of from
five to seven faculty members and Dr. Henry Rosenbluth (IERC)
The
principal, a student, and a school board member would serve as ex-officio
members. Mrs. Lillian Walker would be the liaison person at the Area Office.
A classroom teacher would chair the committee.
.

2)
Areas of change to includs (a) individualization of instruction in a
major discipline, (b) integration of both the Title I reading program and
a major discipline, (c) introduction of an Extension Service to the
villages through a teaching team.

The PMC would review these areas, develop a detailed plan of operations
and prepare an evaluation component.

APPENDIX

A

(p.

2)

TIME FRAME

Appointment of PMC
by Superintendent, Mt. Edgecumbe

June 12 - August 12

PMC Meeting at Mt. Edgecumbe,
Faculty Orientation to the PMC

August 20 - August 21

PMC meeting at Mt. Edgecumbe,
Completion of Operation Plan
and Evaluation Component

September 9

-

Plan in Operation

October

December 31

Progress Report to Faculty

November 15

Evaluation Report to Faculty

January 15, 1975

1 -

September 13

Conference Participants
Louis Gazay, Social Worker - Acting Student Personnel Officer
Radus Murrell, Guidance Supervisor, Dormitory

Edward Merbach, Administrative Officer

Allan O. Crain, School Superintendent
Lawrence B. Welch, Principal

Lillian

D.

Walker, Deputy Ass't. Area Director, Education Juneau

Henry Rosenbluth, Indian Education Resources Center

POSITION DESCRIPTION
A.

Supervision

&

APPENDIX

Guidance Received
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[CHANGE AGENt] Education Special
Mt. Edgecumbe, Alaska
September 12, 1974

Under the supervision of the School Superintendent,
the incumbent provides
technical guidance and assistance to the school professional
education staff
in the implementation of a relevant individualized
educational program
across all educational specializations at Mt. Edgecumbe. The
Supervisor
will review proposed suggestions, plans, and objections
for feasibility and
the accomplishment of goal objectives in conformance
to school objectives.
B.

Representative Duties

1*
Develops and reviews the courses of the educational program; considers
the need for a given course, its priority in the light of time,
and its
relationship to the objectives of the total program. Surveys and evaluates
the time and emphasis given each unit of study, continuity between units,
and consistency in the quality of instructional methods and materials.
Development is based on study of technical reference materials in the
subject field, consultation with technical specialists, and continual review
of developments in the field of education.

2Will set up a Program Modification Committee consisting of staff and
students and serves as advisor to the committee to implement a relevant
individualized education program at Mt. Edgecumbe.
3.
Holds regular meetings with the Program Modification Committee to
continue proper focus toward the educational change process.
4.
Will conduct curriculum workshops with the professional education staff
throughout the school year.
5.
Will submit monthly progress reports through the Mt. Edgecumbe Superintendent to the Area Office (Education)

6.
Will make himself available to the Mt. Edgecumbe staff for discussion
and guidance and to implement change.
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APPENDIX C

PROGRAM MODIFICATION COMMITTEE
Mt. Edgecumbe High School

April

lg7

,

THREE MONTH PROGRESS REPORT OF THE PMC
1.

RePort of Accomplishments during December
1974, January and February
1975.
Ten faculty members submitted progress reports.

1*

A.

Instructional Program

Position papers were established using the system for modification established by the PMC in the following areas:
A.

Middle-of-the-year transfers

B.

Graduation course and credit requirements

C.

School year including grading period

D.

School day

E.

Directed study period program

F

Advisory homeroom period program

2.
.

G.

Interdepartmentalization Part
Health Team
1.
2.
Language Arts/Vocational
3.
Language Arts/Reading

H.

Middle School program

I.

Curriculum Coordinator position

J.

Appointed Native Affairs Study Committee

I

All existing courses were redesigned into quarter length.
3.

All courses, new and existing, to be offered the first quarter of the
1975-76 school year were reviewed, open hearings held, and approved.

4.

New course entitled Student Government/Leadership was developed and
put into operation in January 1975.
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Appendix C cont d
'

B.

.

.

.

Students
1*

Students have membership on the following modification committees
or teams:

b.
c.
d.
e.

Program Modification
ORION Committee
Student Involvement
Village Visitation Teams
Wrangell Visitation Review Team

2.

Student Leadership/Government course instituted during the second
semester.

3.

Concern on some confusion of the many modifications undertaken
so far.

C.

4.

Dorm meetings held to explain (to all) the adopted modification
for the 1975-76 school year.

5.

Student Council researched and then recommended alternatives for
student use of resource time during the school day.

6.

Students organized and supervised their own girls honor dorm
during the Christmas vacation period.

7.

Development of a draft for a radio station policy board.

Administration Organization and Procedure
1.

Help organize a modification committee within the Student Personnel
Services Division of the program with Mr. Craver as an advisory
person to them.

2.

Recommendation of a curriculum Coordinator.
was written.

3.

Procedure of planned systematic change was put into working
operation.

4.

Fix open hearings on proposed modification were held with a range
in attendance of between six and forty.

5.

Meeting with Dr. Russell Jones of the University of Alaska.

A job description
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6.

3

Interdepartmentalization meetings were begun in the following
areas
a.
b.
c.

English and Reading
English and Shop
Math and Shop

7.

Health Team was appointed, representing five areas: p.e.,
science, home economics, guidance and hospital. They have
made several recommendations for an improved health awareness
and coordination.

8.

Native Affairs Committee appointed and actively studied and
interviewed possible course offerings.

9

Adopted quarter-length marking periods
starting the third quarter of 1975.

.

,

non-accumulative

10. Vocational Education Committee appointed.
11. Operation plan for the PMC developed up to December 1975 on
a monthly basis.
D.

E.

Faculty
1.

Over fifty new courses proposed by faculty members for the
1975-76 school year.

2.

Course outlines rewritten to quarter length.

3.

Active participation in open hearings. Nearly everyone of the
staff has improved communication and understanding.

4.

General faculty morale is picking up due to their suggestions
being taken seriously.

Communication and Public Relations
1.

Three local television interviews, including the Superintendent,
Principal, several students and faculty members.

2.

Many articles in the student newspaper, Channel Light
ing modification recommendations.

3.

Local daily newspaper articles on the PMC progress.

4.

Booklet on Mt. Edgecumbe curriculum modification published and
sent to all parents and village councils. This was developed
by the photo- journalism class.

,

concern-

Appendix
C cont'd
6.
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4

Open hearings held on previously developed postions as follows:
Date

F.

Title

December 18, 1974

Transfer Student Program Proposal
22 attended

January

School Day-Year Proposals - 34 attended

8,

1975

January 15, 1975

Graduation Requirements - both credit
and courses - 36 attended

January 22, 1975

Interdepartmentalization Part
attended

1-26

7.

Mt. Edgecumbe Modification Project presentation to the National
Association of Secondary School Principals Convention in Las Vegas.

8.

Preliminary review on communication breakdown areas.

9.

Lengthy meeting with the Area Director on February 20, 1975 at
Mt. Edgecumbe; also, an open staff tea and two television interviews arranged.

Other
1.

Organization of a second modification committee for the Student
Personnel Department. This committee has identified two major
objectives; staffing and dormitory facility improvement. Hearing
held on February 26, 1975 on stealing in the dormitories.

2.

Five-man team visited Wrangell school to discuss ideas for the
transfer of some students to Mt. Edgecumbe for the next school
year 1975-76.

3.

Persons outside the Mt. Edgecumbe staff interviewed during this
reporting period:
Ed Thomas, Counselor, Indian Education Act
Nelson Frank, ANB Grand Camp President
Clarence Antioquia, BIA Area Director
Lloyd Trump, Director of the Model School Project NASSP
Perry Smith, Assistant Area Social Worker
Dr. Lee Schmidt, Director of Field Medicine, Public
Health Hospital
Don Barrett, Southeast Area Employment Assistance Specialist
Mt. Edgecumbe School Board February 18, 1975

—
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5

Charles Lowry, Principal, Ketchikan High School

Dr. Russell Jones, Director of University
of Alaska

Senior College in Southeast Alaska
John Ryner AFN, Higher Education
Jim Shanks, Social Worker from Bethel
Lorena Blankensop, Employment Assistance Specialist,
Fairbanks
,

3

.

Reports Reviewed

Annual Health Report by the School Clinic for the years
1972,
'73, and '74.
Higher and Adult Education Needs in Rural Alaska put out by the
Alaska Native Foundation, December 1974.
4.

Concern expressed that too much time and effort is being placed
on P roce<^ ure and systems and "start taking more concrete action
on improvement for the sake of students rather than worry about
all their own procedures and 'Red Tape'."

—

II.

Problems Encountered during December 1974, January and February 1975.
A.

Extensive committee work. .resulting in much confusion on the
part of most including PMC members.

B.

The need exists for more "hard" information: diagnostic, possible
corrections, and other facets of learning disability students.

C.

Great difficulty in getting students involved in each committee's
efforts.
Lack of consistent attendance, no reporting by the
students back to student organizations.

D.

Refusal of those faculty members against proposed changes to discuss why or offer any alternatives.

E.

Certain faculty members using students to air their disagreement
to proposed changes rather than using the open meetings and hearings.

F.

Committee members not being as open within the meetings as outside
the meetings.

.

III. Programs in Planning at this Point
A.

Middle School (pre-high school) Proposal.

B.

Workshop for faculty-administrators:
Eight half days in March and April
1.

C.

Teacher-Coordinator position.

D.

Course offerings for 1975-76.

Appendix C cont'd
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E.

Village Evaluation Trip completed.

F.

Review and development of grading
policy.

G.

Develop proposal on Recreational-Intramural
Activities Coordination

H.

Finalize Health Team recommendation
for a total health effort.

X

e
m lf;L at;LOn prograin ' Purpose and
organization for summer
and iy/b-76
tq 7 q 7 ^ school
^
ana
year.

'

IV.

6

J.

Finalize Native Affairs Committee proposal
for the 1975-76 school
year.

K.

Continue to work for greater cooperation,
support and understanding among all departments.

Recommendations for Future Modification Direction
A.
B.

G-

Restructure committee membership.
"Make haste more slowly."

Attempt to enhance faculty cohesiveness."

D.

"Don’t change direction: just make it become a reality."

E.

"Do something concrete and constructive in small areas don’t try
to change the entire program at once - but keep everyone
informed

on action and results."
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APPENDIX D

REVIEW OF FORTY INDIVIDUAL STAFF MEMBERS SURVEYS
AT
MT. EDGECUMBE SCHOOL

TAKEN

AUGUST 27, 1974

Typed: June 27, 1975

REVIEW OF FORTY INDIVIDUAL
STAFF MEMBERS surveys
AUGUST 27 1974
IV.

Analysis of Teaching Conditions
A.

"“

“

S C
ib
"° St t0 yo
a faculty
ttcT,l member xn this
school?

°T

(2)

effectiveness

1.

Experience in teaching in the
village. Also,
wealth of teaching materials,
good supervision,
much opportunity for inservice
training.

2.

I feel I can work
with the administration and
teachers and students— I can
establish a working
relatxonship with the student body.

3-

The cooperation of the staff
as a unit and
individuals.

4.

Student/staff relationships are satisfying.

5.

Willingness to change— flexibility with
reason.
Seem to get along with most people.

(4)

6.

Availability of supplies, freedom within
classroom.

(2)

7.

We are allowed to try our own
ideas and methods
the classroom as long as it covers
the material
we are required to teach.

(3)

m

(

1)

13.
8.

14.
(2)

9.
15.

Other members of the shop faculty.
The small classes I have.

10.

I

11.

Background experience and training plus
interest
in seeing students learn.

12.

Bom

have time for each and every student.

and raised in Alaska— know students.

Very well organized program in social studies.
A positive supervisor— employee relationship.

Ability to see my own effectiveness with student
learning.
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16.

17.

Having the students bright-eyed and awake seems
to help my effectiveness.

Implementation of strict school rules helps
tr emendou sly.

18.

Paid educational leave for studying

19.

Good equipment.

20.

Experience with non-English-speaking students
prior to coming here.

21.

My assumption that students want to learn.

22.

I accept extra assignments and try to cooperate
with other departments.

(2)

23.

Understanding student aspirations ("Having been
there myself")

(1)

24.

I

enjoy the students.

25.

I

don't try to run the school or other departments.

26.

Good supervision, good placement.

27.

Concentration on student leading
weaknesses

28.

Housing close to school.

29.

Plenty of time for preparation.

30.

Good library.

31.

Student Advocate have access to the superintendent
to present programs.

32.

My twenty years of experience.

33.

Opportunities to pursue new ideas and techniques
in the classroom.

34.

Continuing dialogue with certain members of the
faculty and staff.

— not

faculty

—
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IV.
(5)

(1)

(2)

What factors seem to limit your effectiveness?

B.
1.

Departmentalized.

2.

My own inability to use all the educational
processes to which I have been exposed.

3.

Too many people are listened to-changes
made with not enough forethought, top-heavy
administration.

4.

The red tape of trying to hire teachers and
substitutes that are qualified. Time factor
is great since this is taken care of in
New Mexico.

.

—

5.

Nothing there has been no real threats or
limiting factors.
I have felt that nothing at
Mt. Edgecumbe prevented me from being a good
teacher

6.

Honest, open communication lacking!!!

7.

Confusion that exists regarding many administrative
issues.

8.

Locked in time schedule.

9.

Confusion over

overall school directors.

10.

My understanding of the kids way of thinking and
home life.

11.

The type of science we are required to teach.

12.

The periods are longer than the student attention span

13.

Irregular or no period changing bells.

14.

I feel there are few limitations on my teaching
at Mt. Edgecumbe. Many students want to take my
course but are restricted because of all the
required subjects they must complete.

15.

Too many students in a class.

16.

Too many school activities during school hours.

17.

Classes being limited to too shortness of periods.

18.

Inappropriate scheduling of students.

19.

The unavailable /long-delayed
supplies.

20 .

School's lack of emphasis on study
time and
skills.

21

Lack of specific courses; objectives,
other
than those established by the
teacher.

22

.

.

We do not know what the needs
in the field
are (I am relating to pre-vocational
courses.)

23.

Lack of well-planned guidelines by
the Principal
within which to operate in implementing
our
educational program.

24.

Unjustified criticism by counselors and social
workers of teachers when they have never
even
been into the classroom to see how the
teacher
functions

25.

Administration protocol

26.

Not enough planned lessons in decision-making
for students.

27.

Student group pressure not taken seriously.

28.

Prejudice of student toward student.
Limited preparation time before school begins.

29.

30.

Sleepy students because they get up at 6:30 a.m.
every morning.

31.

The long eight hour day does not fit in with
the teacher's responsibilities and duties.
It
is not professional.

32.

The curriculum of the school does not fit the
needs of the student.

33.

Not being informed of some of the school changes.

34.

Lack of material to fit Alaskans.

35.

We have too many individualists who constantly
disrupt and undermine administration or group
decisions; they kill staff rapport and weaken
student-staff esprit de corps.

36

.

Lack of defined reasonable
guidelines for the school.

37 .

Some GSA cleaning equipment
and supplies are unsuitable.

38 .

Nothing that

39

.

School vs. Dorm.

40

.

I

can blame on anyone else.

The school system seems unwilling
to change.

41 .

Too much emphasis on athletics.

42 .

Faculty feel put down by administration.

43 .

Uncertainty as to a clearly defined direction
of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

44 .

Students coming in and leaving at all times
in the
school year.

45 .

No concrete school-wide policy for admittance
of
students to the Special Education Program.

46 .

Some staff misinterpretation of my role see
me
as "bleeding heart" rather than a resource
to aid
them in working with students
(social worker).

—

—

47

.

Paper work and time factor involved to get things
implemented

48 .

My impatience with some of my fellow— teachers

49 .

My inability to get straight answers from the school
administration

50 .

Interruptions of school activities by non-school
affairs.

51 .

Isolation of instructional areas.

52 .

Absence of feed— in and feed-back systems.

53 .

BIA policy of line authority is an inhibiting factor.

54 .

Faculty members are assumed to lack adult qualities.
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IV.
(1)

C.

What changes do you recommend in order to improve your effectivenes
1.

Have all departments work as one unit.

2.

Serious consideration of any change and allowing ample
time for implementing the change. A firmer hand— make
regulations and stick to them people should be
willing to give of themselves, not expect monetary return
for every extra moment.

—

(2)

(1)

(2)

3.

Scheduling of classes through academic counselors' office
to avoid misplacement.

4.

Academic counselor for academics only.

5.

Recruitment returned to Juneau or Mt. Edgecumbe allowed
to recruit own personnel.

6.

Personnel should be provided more training to meet
the needs of the changing school population.

7.

As a supervisor I feel that the limitations of hiring
hamper my ability to get good capable staff.

8.

Just have some people who are in "various" positions
their jobs thoroughly.

9.

School direction made more definite; more flexibility
in scheduling and in curriculum.
Overall school
objectives and course objectives defined and interrelated.

do

10.

Get a book that at least a few can read and understand.

11.

The faculty could be a group or team and not opposing
foces.

12.

The school could orient itself to the students' needs and
less to the great gods of other schools.

13.

Study of required courses.

14.

Give students an opportunity to choose more subjects
they are interested in.

15.

Limiting class size.
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16.

A more cohesive manner of approaching
more unity
between departments.
(This problem is really a
physical one)

17.

Arrange for most school activities to
be held
after school hours.

18.

Vocational classes be made three hour periods.

19.

A careful, reasoned out, program of student
registration.

20.

Pool of common supplies locally available.

21.

Innovations, such as optional study classes, which
emphasize that not all learning takes place in a
classroom under a teacher.

22.

Development of intergraded course objectives throughout
the school program, i.e., there should be planned
carry-over and tie-in.

23. Better organization and management by the
powers at

the top to give our program an overall cohesiveness
and direction.
24.

More communication with parents.

25.

More home environment information.

26.

Better grouping.

27.

Classes should begin at 8:15 a.m.

28.

Do not think departments are necessary.

29.

The eight hour day should be abolished.

30.

Working in the summer abolished.

31.

We should have the more relaxed teaching schedule
we had last year.

32.

Curriculum should be rewritten.

33.

Teachers have more input in curriculum decisions.

34.

Abolish departments.

35.

Write course materials to fit the students.

36.

Establish major and minor objectives for each course.
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37.

Establish check points (use planned objective and
subjective testing and evaluation)

38.

Include entire school or school and community in some.

39.

Would like "blanket purchase orders" for food and fabrics.

40.

Teach basics to all students

41.

Need encouragement and help from others.

42.

Administration firm in commitments.

43.

Greater effort on my part to plan with Bureau employees
at local and area level in our system.

44.

Keep students here unless emergency develops.

45.

Policy on Special Education students.

46.

Let them sleep-in longer in mornings, perhaps.

47.

School should become more student-oriented rather than
faculty-oriented

48.

Hiring of more professional staff in the dorms.

49.

Recommend that the administration do some administering
and stop running around all over.

50.

In-depth study from an outside organization to
determine deficiences.

51.

Eliminate teacher supervisor positions.

52.

Expand the out-of-school program and staff.

53.

Variable time segments.

54.

More faculty participation in determining school
policies and directions.

55.

Continuous in-service training and discussion throughout

— then

add electives.

the year.
56.

Emphasis on issues rather than personalities.

57.

Flexibility in scheduling of classes.

58.

Revamping of the curriculum more informal
student and faculty opportunities

—
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PROGRAM MODIFICATION COMMITTEE
Mt. Edgecumbe High School

Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes During
the Week of
September 3-6, 1974.
P resent:

Mrs. Ruth Ann Hoar, Chairman of Committee, English
Teacher
Mrs. Verna Jensen, Home Economics Teacher
Mrs. Mae Mattila, Commercial Teacher
Mr. Rod Nutting, Math Teacher
Mr. Patrick Stevens, Industrial Arts Teacher
Mr. Gilbert Truitt, Social Studies Teacher

CONCERNS IN LIST UNDER MAJOR EDUCATIONAL AREA:
A.

Public Relations
1.
2.
3.

No organized public relations program (see previous minutes)
Alumni opinion of the school now
Lack of Administration involvement in two - Chamber of Commerce
Involved in all of these are the following concerns
Never a rebuttal given to outside criticism;
The "political football" status of the school;
The attitude of town toward school;
The utilization of school publications.

B.

Curriculum-Related Concerns
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Lack of educational direction, well-planned registration
procedures;
Course objectives needed (tie-in and carry-over emphasized
among departments)
Rigid scheduling:
a.
too many school requirements
lack of academic electives
b.
no one is listening to the students
c.
(school board and parents should be consulted as well)
no feedback from alumni on curriculum.
d.

Departmentalization of the school and role of
supervisor- teachers
A more meaningful Teacher Handbook:
lack of central policy on grading;
a.
lack of policy on credit for dropouts, late-comers;
b.
improvement of report card forms;
c.
no concrete school-wide policy for the admittance
d.
of students to the Special Programs;
student travel as presently handled (too much unrelated)
e.
policy on class loads.
f.
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6.

Student Achievement:
students poorly motivated;
b.
inability to compete on standardized tests;
c.
low-achievers;
d.
B1A no longer seems to stress academic
excellencee.
students labeled "slow";
f.
students are not pushed; teachers told we
expect
too much;
g.
students giving up in classes;
h.
needs Encouragement List.
a.

7.

10.

No general teachers meeting; no sharing of
teacher
experiences

8.

No diagnostician (reading particularly).

9.

Cooperation between Langauge Arts and Reading Department.
Supplies - length of time to arrive
- ordering through GSA.

C.

D.

Student Life Concerns
1.

Dorm staff training and understanding;

2.

Cafeteria

3.

Honor quarters (boys and girls) poorly supervised;

4.

Poor sleeping habits:
a.
Dorm rules on going to bed and rising
b.
Excessive noise in dormitories

5.

Student personal habits (drinking, smoking);

6.

Lack of social skills (etiquette, dress, etc.)

7.

Tribal group divisions;

8.

People telling students they have problems.

— time

of serving breakfast;

Staff-Student Relationships
1.

More participation of staff with students needed:
Staff doesn't know students
a.
b.
Teachers can't eat in cafeteria

2.

The Welcome
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CONCERNS IN LIST UNDER MAJOR EDUCATIONAL AREA

:

School Spirit and Activity-related Concerns

E.

1.

Lack of student participation; student non-involvement;
(Funds for student activities too readily availablestudent loss of initiative)

2.

Weak intramural program;

3.

Lack of leadership activities;

4.

Competition with other school in boys' athletics is
unsuccessful more student support essential (and staff

—

support)
5-

Conflict of after-school activities:
a.
time schedule, especially with sports-policy needed
activities should be well-organized tied to position
b.
bowling alley organize it or close it
c.

—

6.

F

.

—

No encouragement of individual-type activities.

Concerns Related to Staff
1.

Low morale of staff:
poor attitude
a.
lack of staff loyalty
b.

2.

Divided staff (departmentalization)

3.

Relations of dorm staff and teaching staff:
no central informal meeting place of dorm staff
a.
and teachers
teacher use of dorm staff
b.
turnover in boys dorm staff
c.

4.

Lack of staff awareness of home background and lack of
travel (professional) available to teachers;

5.

Orientation of new employees;

6.

Administrative discipline - too general;

7.

Frustration over grade level struggle;
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CONCERNS IN LIST UNDER MAJOR EDUCATIONAL AREA:
G.

S taf f- Admin i s tr ato r

Concerns

1.

Education should be the primary concern;

2

Lack of chain-of-command among administrators
teacher-supervisors and teachers

.

,

3

.

Space encroachment on classroom facilities by
administration

4.

Central policy on awards, extra duties, compensory time,
overtime, and recognition of extra duties needed;

5

Lack of utilization of administration and other kinds of
training (entrenched bueaucracy where those who do the
least amount of teaching have the most to say about the
classroom)

.

6.

Openness of administration;

7

Civil Service hiring policy.

.
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F

STUDENT SURVEY
Oct.

1974

—

If you wish, you may sign this questionnaire however, it is not
We appreciate the time you are taking to complete

required, that you do so.
it.

CIRCLE OR CHECK THE CORRECT ANSWER.
Age

Grade

Years in school:

Fill in blanks.

Native Group

Father

Degree

Mother

Sisters: Older, how many?
Brothers: Older, how many?

Younger, how many?
Younger, how many?

1.

Religion:

1.

How many people live in your village?

3.

How many people live in your home?

4.

What kind of fuel is used in your home?

a.

coal

b.

wood

c.

93

2

oil
289

natural gas
81

d.

e.

Do you have electricity for lights, radio?

6.

What is the source of your family's water supply?
river

b.

82

lake
78

c.

spring

d.

Yes

well

No

371

e.

181

Is public transportation available in your community?

8.

What is your family's personal means of transportation?
car
80

9.

b.

snowmobile
288

c.

walk

d.

260

bicycle
103

No

Yes

7.

a.

40

village water system

104

24

75

48

5.

a.

f electrical

bottled gas

e.

personal plane
31

What community services are available?
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f
g-

h.
nursery school or head start 264
i.
grade school 379
j32
high school
k.
junior college 31
1.
theater 192
community hall (for dances, etc. 305 m.
n.
library 90

grocery store 213
general store 290
beer & liquor store 63
coffee shop 96
freezer & locker storage 76
churches 380
other (what?) many listed

f.boat
276

130
10 .

How is medical service provided in your community?

c.
d.

local hospital 66
health aid
3H
practical nurse 78
local dentist
53

1.

HOME
What do you do during the summer at home?

a.
b.

a.

fish

b.

e

.

f.

g.

babysit

222

local eye doctor 48
plane service to PHS hospital 202
teacher 110

e.

work in cannery

c.

113

fight fire

d.

102

Other (what?)

N.Y.C

34

27

many things

3.

2.

What type of recreation do you participate in at home?
a.

4.

b.
c.
d.

5.

boating
fishing
hunting
cooking

285
274
252
201

e.
f.

gh.

cards 169
fisiting 308
dancing 199
reading 169

carving 53
sewing 139
other (what?)

i.
j-

k.

Which language do you speak most at home?

6.
a.
f.

Eskimo
208
Haida

Thlinget

b.

Athabascan

c.

15

Tsimpshean

g.

0

English

d.

h.

e.

Aleut

256

25

17

other

0

0

In what native activities do you participate at home?
a.

dances 112
none 104

b.

crafts

55

story-116
telling

c.

Do you attend church regularly at home?

Do you attend church in Sitka?

Yes

227

d.

Yes 252

No

whaling 42

No

e.

other 21

113

130

SCHOOL
1.

What leadership positions have you held in high school?
a.
b.
c.

2.

d.

37
36
32

e.

f.

student body officer 12
student council member 24
19
school board member
None
265

In what clubs are you involved?
a.
b!
c.

3

class officer
dorm officer
club officer

future teachers
mat maids 17
lettermen 27

15

d.
e.

f.

drill team 16
g.
h.
F HA-HERO 28
Hi-E Honor Society 17

pep club 7
explorer scouts
None 244

Would you be interested in learning more about some native activies?
dance 89 b. stories 152
a.
18
No
Yes —
‘
language 202
crafts 167 d.
c.

10

131
4.

What do you dislike most
about Edgecumbe?
(Mark first three choices.
a.
students 105
«_
c.
dorms 243
e.
activities 78
b.
teachers
56
d.
courses 100
f.
nearness to Sitka 99

5.

l

c.

“

Kt '
had ever had before?
easier than you had ever had
before’
about the same?

narder than
^“h«der
th,V““
you

y°u fe.l th.t classes were:
90
57
255

6.

SlHeerLter'cr
.

a.
“a"

9
yes
265

“s“

5

f

d.

no
10

c.

not sure
121

Would you rather be at some other
high school than Mt. Edgecumbe?
a.
yes
b.
no
c.
not sure

7.

102

133

151

If you went to another high
school, would hou choose one:
at home
b.
near home
c.
the boarding home program
87
160
116
For your own education, do you think
you need: (check one for ea. subject)
Subiect
More
Less
About the same as now

8.

a.

9.

Math
Science
English
Reading
Social Studies
Business
Physical Education
g.
10. Shop/Home Economics
11. Music
12. Art
13 Place one line under the hardest subject, two lines under
the easiest.
d.
reading
a.
math
physical education
g
b.
science
e.
social studies
h.
shop/home economics
c.
English
f
business
i.
music
art
j
10.
What teaching methods do you like?
a.
reading 167
e.
guest speakers 109
i.
film strips 69
b.
class discussions 138f
movies 228
transparencies 28
j
c.
lecture 51
working in people's
gk.
field trips 263
homes 91
demonstration 88
d.
h.
laboratory work
shop/home ec. 132 1. working
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

.

•

.

EDUCATION (Past
1.

&

Present)

Why did you first come to Mt. Edgecumbe?
a.
b.
c.

d.

For a high school education 283
Parent pressure 51
Friends at Edgecumbe 130
Advantages over other schools 26
many listed
What ?
.

e.
f.

Because of someone who
had already attended 89
Self-interest 127

2.

132

Why did you return to
Edgecumbe?

3.

a.
b.
c*
d.
e.

To continue my high school
education

Parent pressure 31
Friends at Edgecumbe 112
Advantages over other school 23
Self-interest 80
Total
465

219

What do you like best about Edgecumbe? (Mark
your first three choices)
a.
e.
4.

f.

teachers 195
c.
nearness to Sitka

dorms

66

courses 188

d.

often

30

b.

seldom

77

never

c.

269

total

474

How often have you been in other homes in the Sitka area?
a.

6.

b.

How often have you been in the home of a staff member
at Mt. Edgecumbe? 98
a.

5.

students
247
activities 294

often

76

2.

seldom

126

c.

never 201

total

403

Would you like to be invited into homes?

1.

a.
7.

yes

174

no 117

b.

What activities would you like best with families in the Sitka-Mt. Edgecumbe
area?
a.
b.

meals 153
overnight 185

talk
games

c.
d.

210
223

e.

watch TV

170

STUDY TIME

Study time is now 8:45 - 10:00 p.m.

Would you like to:
a.

b.
c.

2.

Keep it the same 167
27
Have it earlier
Have a study hour during
the class day 127

d.

e.

Have a homeroom period for study?
Have a study period you could
register for?
92

99

It is hard to study at 8:45 - 19:00 p.m. because:
a.

It is too noisy

248

b.

I

don't have any homework 26

c.

It is a

good time to
study 108
3.

Regarding homework, do you have:
b.
not enough
too much 106

a.

16

c.

about right

273

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
133

do you do most days between 3:15 - 5:00 p.m.?

:

sleep
visit
study
detail
:

115
166
111
25

wash clothes

f.

go to town
watch TV

181
210
127

other (what?)

Many listed

gh.

do you do after supper?

detail

co-ed rec

b.

12
3.

e.

school store
169

c.

177

other (what?)
many listed

d.

What day or days do you go to the movies most often?
a.

Friday

b.

Saturday

193

c.

Sunday

173

d.

I

140

What is your favorite use of leisure time?

(march 1,2,3 in order of pref

:

a.
b.
c.

d.

movies
174
dance
166
see your
girl/ guy 89
walk
around 210

don't go to the movies very ofte

83

75
rec hall
lying in
the sack
30
listening
g215
to music
99
read
h.
e

i.

f

j-

knit-sew
talk
other

k.

23

130

Many listed

8.
5.

What do you like to do in your leisure time?
a.

6.

124

b.

171

in groups?

If you could add another activity at night, what would it be?
a.

7.

by yourself?

bowling

143

b.

other - many listed

What do you enjoy doing at school?
a.

b.

activities
athletics

183
113

c.

d.

intramurals
music

41
91

g.

198
movies dances
class activities 141
other? Many Listed

51

c.

e

.

,

f.

What do you wish you could do?
a.

d.

activities
classwork

123
63

b.
e.

intramural activities
other - many listed

music

76

JOBS - FINANCES

Did you earn any money this summer?
2

c

yes

clothes and shoes?
Do you think you have enough
c.
69
no.
b.
212
yes
a.

297

b.

barely

no

48

73

—

345

134
3.
4.

Do you have enough money for
school supplies?

a.

a little

135

yes 175

b.

no 49

c.

food
188
clothes 218

cosmetics
movies

c.
d.

6.

Do you have a job during the school year?

7.

If yes, what type of job?
a.

b.

no

131 =335

=

359

babysitting

8

b.

houseowrk

36

other 49
many listed

e.

173

79

14

c.

other

-

b.

no.

259

16

If no, would you like to work for spending money?
a.

9.

204

What do you spend most of your money on?
b.

8.

yes

Do your parents send you spending
money?
a.

5.

a.

yes

160

b.

don't need to

54

Does your day or guardian work?

1.
a.

b.
c.

all year
133
d.
only during fire-fighting
27
only during fishing season 91
e.
other 19 - many listed
only during trapping season 52

10. Does your mother
a.
b.
c.

work outside your home (for wages) 68
stay at home
53
earn money for working at home
193
FUTURE

What are your immediate goals after you leave Mt. Edgecumbe?
a.
b.
c.

college
training
work

169
107
129

d.
e.

gh.
i.

outside

service 28
get married 36
other - many listed

33

(Where do you hope to be and what do you
What are your long-range plans?
want to be doing ten years from now?)
a.
b.

3.

130
15

(city) areas
f.

2.

back to village
in Alaska urban

In Alaska
village

178
87

c.
d.

outside
work

Do you know what vocational training is?

62

e.

other

- 12

187
a.

yes

122

b.

no.

205

A

.

135

Would you like someday
soon to be working on the Alaska
pipeline?

4.

a-

yes

194

b.

no

121

If yes, what kind of
work would you like to do on the pipeline?

5.

a.
b.
c.
d.

heavy equipment operator
welder
cook
laborer

50
44
27
13

e.

f
gh.

clerk-secretary
truck driver
carpenter
mechanic

40
71
26
50

graders were not included in the count
because they were not here

St

CHECK THE ACTIVITIES (TRIPS) ON WHICH
YOU TRAVELED LAST YEAR
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS LIST.

ADD ANY OTHER

Cross Country

Juneau
Wrangell

No trips
1

152
82

Basketball

2

34

Juneau
Wrangell
Cordova
Ketchikan

3

18

4

12

Band

5

9

—

SE Basketball tournament
Ketchikan
Team
Pep Club
Drill Team
Own Expense

Mat Maids
Juneau

Arctic Games

Christmas Wrangell 6
Music Festival Juneau

7

Chorus

1

—

Eskimo Olympics
89-10 trip to Seattle

7

—

Christmas Wrangell
Music Festival Juneau

—

Seattle
8

—FCC

examination

Student Council Convention

—

—Anchorage
Conference — Anchorage

AFN Convention
Track
Juneau
Haines

9

2

Health

Upward Bound
317

Student Exchange

School Board Meetings

Wrestling

Wrangell
Juneau

Military

Home-Christmas

Physicals
Swearing-in

Others

—Corvallis

What has been the greatest value
of your travel?
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

136

New experiences 81
New friends
65
Insight to others 25
Competition
18
Outlook on life 45
Seeing old friends 45
DORM LIFE

1.

How many other students sleep in the same room with you?

0123556

24
2.

73

12

65

35

64

51

7

14

What is your greatest problem in the dorm?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

(Mark all: 1-2-3-4)

Unable to keep things from being stolen.
Too much noise to sleep or study
Dorm rules and details (too hard to obey rules)
Relationship with other students (being picked on)
Do you feel the dorm aides are unfair to you or other
students?
Yes - often 58
Yes, sometimes 121

175
216
132
114

.

.

No.

3.

If you were in charge of the dorm, what would you change?

4.

Do you think there should be more supervision in the dorm?

5.

Do you think you get enought sleep? a. Yes 158 b .No 173

6.

Do you think you have to get up too early in the morning?

7.

What time do you think you should get up?

8.

Do you get along with your teachers?

Yes

314

No

14

9.

Do you get along with your dorm aides? Yes

275

No

48

a.

5:30

46

92

Many listed.
Yes 113

a.

b.

Yes

6:00 8£

No

187

182
c.

6:30 171

MISCELLANEOUS
1.

2

.

b.
a. yes 123
Do you drink?
If so, how often do you drink?

Yes

Do you drink at home?
If so, how often?

a.

b.
c.

177

no

304
a.
b.
c.

N 0203

20
often
once in awhile
never
119

often
once in a while
never

b.

119
119

APPENDIX G
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
MT. EDGECUMBE SCHOOL
MT. EDGECUMBE, AK 99835
Date:
1.

December

5,

1974

CURRICULUM PROCEDU RE MODIFICATION
AND ADDITIONS
2.

2

Idea development of a
proposal by an individual

(s)

Idea put to writing using the
format developed by the PMC for
curriculum inodification.

.

Proposal submitted to the Supervisor
Teacher responsible for the
course content area under consideration.
a.
Copy to the PMC (which the Principal and
Superintedent
are members of) for review.
b.
Supervisor Teacher to distribute a copy of proposal
to each
department member
c.
A departmental hearing to be held to allow for
presentation
and discussion of course proposal.
d.
Department recommendations of the proposal.

4.

-

Presentation of proposal to Curriculum Committee by the
individual (s)
making original proposal (or the Supervisor Teacher)
a.
Review full effect of adoption of the proposal on entire
curriculum.
b.
Suggestion.

—open

5.

PMC call for a hearing on the proposal

6.

PMC final review and adoption.

7.

PMC recommendation for implementation to the Superintendent of Schools.

to the entire faculty.

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM PROPOSAL ADOPTION ROUTE
!.

Idea development of a proposal by an individual

2.

Idea put to writing using the format developed by the PMC for curriculum
modification.

3.

Proposal submitted to PMC directly for consideration:
PMC reviews the merits of the proposal.
a.
Ask the Supervisor teacher responsible for the course content
b.
area to review and advise.
Supervisor Teacher may hold a department hearing on the proposal.
1.
Recommendations
2.

4.

(s)

PMC make presentation to the Curriculum Committee:
Review full effects of adoption.
Suggestions

a.
b.
5.
6.
7.

—

PMC call for a hearing on the proposal open to entire staff
PMC final review and adoption.
PMC recommendation for implementation to Superintendent of Schools.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
MT. EDGECUMBE HIGH SCHOOL
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MEMO

TO:

FROM:
DATE:
1*

SUBJECT:

P£2£°sed Course Modif icati on
/Addition /Del. ri nn
ew Course
.

2

-

—t

•

Edgecumbe Goal

(*)

to be Satisfied-

Outline of Course Content

4.

Offered For:

1.

2.
3.

Traditional student
Supplemental offerings to
village high schools
Drop-out

_4

.

Wrangell student

Teaching Method (s) to be Used
1.
2.
3.

4.
6.

Deletion of Present Course

^ re sent Course Modification

3.

5.

•

Individualized
Small group
s tudy/di s cus s ion
Team teaching
Lab

5.

6.
7.
8.

Field Trips
Seminars
Independent studyother
:

Duration of Course
1.

3

2.

6

weeks
weeks

3.

4.

7.

Primary Teaching Materials and Resources:

8.

Special Budgetary and Equipment Needs:

9.

Number and Length of Periods Per Week Required:

9 weeks
Other (explain)

Appendix G cont'd...
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Proposed Course Modification/Addition/Deletion
10.

Maximum and Minimum Credit to be Earned:
Credit

11.

-

1/8,

1/4,

1/2,

1

No Credit

Grading Arrangement
A-

B.

C.

D.

& F

Pass/Fail

For Committee Use

1.

(circle one)

Hearing Held

2

.

Other

-----Departmental Comments

Department Recommendation

Hearing Held

Hearing Held

PMC Recommendation:

PMC Recommendation:

and identify by number.
Please include attachments where necessary

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

appendix

h
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TO.

Mr. Allen O. Crain,
Superintendent

FROM:

Program Modification Committee

SUBJECT:

ADVISORY HOME ROOM PERIOD

POSITION
STATEMENT:

-

Date: January. 22, 1975

STUDENT and STAFF PERIOD *S.A.S.)

Advisory Home Room Period of
approximately fifteen (15)
minutes daily following lunch period
be established.

DEFINITION: All students will meet with
their advisors during this time.
Each faculty-administrative personnel
will be assigned to
advise approximately twelve (12) students.

PURPOSE:

1.

Advisory Home Room Period will serve to
establish an
association between the student and an
academic advisor
on a regular basis.

2.

Provide a means of communication of routine
school
announcements, special radio presentations, etc.

3.

Provide daily guidance in how to use free time
constructively.

4.

Provide a place for students to keep books (academic
resources) in some place other than the dormitory.

5.

Provide a time and place for students to develop a
small
group spirit of togetherness from which activities could
spring.
Example:
Inter-home room competition, field trips,
plays etc
,

Provide a grass root level for student government communications
to all students.
Could develop Home Room representatives for
Student Council feedback and input. Could develop student
leadership.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Suggestions for use of S.A.S. Period be requested from
the Student Council.

2.

Provisions be made for students to request advisor change.

3.

Student be assigned for duration of student stay at
Mt. Edgecumbe.

APPENDIX

I

PROGRAM MODIFICATION COMMITTEE
Mt. Edgecumbe High School

.

January 6, 1975

PROPOSED PLAN OF OPERATION
FOR THE PERIOD
OF
JANUARY 1, 1975 to DECEMBER 31, 1975
The following plan of operation is intended to provide a direction and a decisionmaking sequence for proposed education modifications. The plan in no way should
b e allowed to inhibit the introduction of new ideas or alternatives at anytime
during the operational period. Dates for each decision are suggested in order to
give enough time for the involvement of all concerned. The purpose of the operational plan is to insure that no quick unilateral decisions are perpetrated. The
plan should allow for total involvement and commitment to the modification program.

JANUARY

Hearings on all key positions necessary to facilitate curriculum
modifications
Wednesday,
Jan. 8,1975
3:30 PM
Conference Room

Hearing on Time Blocks; class periods, school day,
school week, quarterly marking period, rotating
class periods, and other.

Tuesday,
Jan.

14,

1975

Trip to Juneau to meet with Area Office staff.

Wednesday,
Jan. 15, 1975
3:30 PM
Conference Room

Hearing on Graduation Requirements to include: credits,
courses, and minimum student course load.

Wednesday,
Jan. 22, 1975
3:30 PM
Conference Room

Hearing on Interdepartmentalization to include: communication
and liaison systems.

Wednesday,
Jan. 29, 1975
3:30 PM
Conference Room

Hearing on Wrangell students to include: possible special
educational arrangements in curriculum, dormitories, and
activities.

position statement to be
Following all hearings, the PMC will write a final
These are to be completed by
submitted to Superintendent Crain for adoption.
that may be necessary will follow the same
January 31, 1975- Additional positions
possible.
procedure as soon as

APPENDIX

I

cont'd
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PROPOSED PLAN OF OPERATION

December 26, 1974

JANUARY

Finalize plans for
Review operational
PMC budget for the
Finalize plans for

teacher workshop— why? when? for whom?
plan.
rest of this year and the 1975-76 school year
visit to villages.

FEBRUARY
Course proposed modifications will all be reviewed and hearings
held during the month of February. The last day for submitting
course proposals will be February 18, 1975. Hearings will be
held during the four Wednesdays: February 5, 12, 19, and 26, as
needed.

Combined curriculum meetings will be held on the three Firdays:
February 8, 15, and 22, as needed.

By February 28, 1975, a complete course listing for the first
quarter of the school year, 1975-76, is to be completed.
Review of operational plan.

MARCH
EMC members to visit villages during one week of March - 1975
March

3-14,1975

Student registration for the first quarter of the 1975-76
school year will take place the first two weeks of March.
Tentative student registration for the other three quarters
should be accomplished also during this registration period.

March

17-28,' 75

During the last two weeks in March, student course selections are
tabulated to establish the number of sections per course needed.

Tentative Teacher class assignments are determined.
Master schedule for the first quarter of 1975-76 school year
completed.

Develop an informational package for parents and villages.

Review of operational plan.

APPENDIX I cont'd
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PROPOSED PLAN OF OPERATION

January 6, 1975

APRIL

For the first week of April, plan the reorganization
of the PMC for the school year 1975-1976:
membership
term of office
representation
meeting times
budget
other

April 4, 1975

During the first week of April, teaching assignments will
be completed.

April

Student class schedules are completed with copies given to
each student by his/her advisor on or before April 11, 1975.

13,

1975

April 25, 1975 Review of operational plan.
MAY

Course outlines are submitted on all first quarter courses
to be part of the curriculum.

Ordering of textbooks, supplies, and other instructional
needs should be completed before the end of May.

Review of operational plan.

JUNE
Handbook,
Rewrite or write th© Teacher Handbook and Student
orientation
parent
a
develop
and
catalog,
course
a
develop
package

Review of operational plan.
JULY

Review of operational plan.

APPENDIX I cont’d
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PROPOSED PLAN OF OPERATION

December 26, 1974

AUGUST

Two weeks before the start of classes, sutdent leaders return
to go through a Leadership Training Program.
One week before the start of classes, all teachers take part
in a workshop that includes the following:
Several model classroom demonstrations
Interpersonal communication session
Use of audiovisual equipment
Other
Law and physical aspects of drugs and alcohol

Review of operational plan.
SEPTEMBER

and

OCTOBER

Each quarter a routine procedure will be established covering
the following items
New course adoption and deletion
course listing for each quarter
a.
Student registration
Teacher assignments
Student class schedules
Start of next quarter
Other

Plan Interim Session December 28 to January 16, 1975
November and December.
Develop new operational plan.

PROGRAM MOD I F I CAT II ON COMMITTEE

Mt. Edgecumbe School

APPENDIX J

May 27, 1975

LIST OF CONCERNS
A.

Public Relations
2.
!•

Pxiblic relations program at Edgecumbe

No organized PR program.
B-

C.

Curriculum— Re lated Concerns
1.

Student Achievement

2.

Tutorial - Study Hall— Study Help

3.

Testing - Tutorial Program

4.

Student Motivation

5.

Education Direction

6.

Native Studies Program

7.

Independent Study

8.

Interim

9.

Emphasize health of student

-

Study Halls

10.

Testing

11.

Education direction

12.

Central policy on grading - questions about Driver's Ed policy:
Grading
1.
State exam determining the student for the course
2.
No credit given for what is learned.
3.

13.

School Role Statement

Student Life Concerns
1.

School year orientation for students

2.

Dorm staff training and understanding

3.

Student health

4.

Dorm rules on going to bed and sleeping habits

5.

SIC'EM Committee utilization

6.

Student Activities Program resurrection
Intramural Sports resurrection

-

smoking/drinking
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LIST OF CONCERNS
D.

Staff-Student Relationships
1

E.

F.

.

Student involvement in decisions of policy (too much reactional
work rather than being on the ground floor)

2.

Student-staff relationship - flexible schedules to allow time for
involvement with groups of students.

3.

Lack consistency of discipline of students

4.

More participation of staff and students

5.

Tutorial program

6.

Study hall

School Spirit and Activity-related Concerns
1.

Intramural Program

2.

Weak recreational and intramural program (and seemingly a lack of
interest by guidance department; perhaps consider a directory.)

Conerns Related to Staff
!

.

More/better relationships of staff/students

2.

Dorm/Instructional staff relations

3.

Dorm staff training and understanding

4.

Central informal meeting places for dorm staff and teachers

5.

Lack of staff awareness of home background of students and
professional travel experiences

6.

School year orientation for teachers

7.

Uninterested PMC members

8.

Divided staff
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CONCERNS cont'd

G.

Staff-Administrator Concerns
1.

Education direction

2.

Administrative (decision-making process)

3.

Interdepartmentalization

4.

Communication breakdown

5.

Staff -Administration relationships

6.

Administrative inconsistency

7.

Departmentalization

8.

Lack of communication

9.

Involvement of persons and areas affected in decisions
about facilities and usage

10.

Interim - academic period December- January

11.

Administrative discipline of staff too general

12.

Study hall/testing

13.

Communication - here and between here and Juneau

14.

Registration procedure

15.

Departmentalization of school and role of supervisory teacher

APPENDIX

K

PROGRAM MODIFICATION COMMITTEE

Mt. Edgecumbe School

June 5, 1975

SUGGESTED .GOALS FOR PMC 1975-76

1.

Securing positive student involvement
a.
b.

decision-making and planning
develop a student grievance procedure

2.

Student activities be coordinated and initiated at
a broader level.

3.

See village leaders-parents involved in the curriculum
development at Mt. Edgecumbe so we are offering what
they need and want.
a.

4.

deeper than the immediate needs.

Native Studies Program
a.

b.
c.

not the difference but the similarity between young
people
establish a native language program
introduce realism into the school living situation
at Mt Edgecumbe
.

5.

Obtaining more native teachers and staffing
a.
b.

more input by natives on a regular basis
active recruitment

6.

Build in barriers to prevent Mt. Edgecumbe from
continuing to be political football.

7.

Effective public relations program

8.

class
Flexible tours of duties for staff both from
assignments, activities and time commitments:
a.

— local,

state, national

quarters
set up optional tours of duties by

APPENDIX K cont'd..
Suggested Goals
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Develop cooperatively, if possible, a system for
regular classroom observation supervision.

2.

Develop a procedure to supervise the implementation
of adopted policies and programs recommended by the
Program Modification Committee.

3.

Develop a procedure to regularly evaluate the
effectiveness of the adopted policies and programs
recommended by the Program Modification Committee.

4.

5.

Develop a faculty- in-dorm residence alternative
program. Several faculty members have said they
would be interested in residing and supervising
in a student dormitory.
Plan and organize an ongoing in-service staff curriculum
training program.

APPENDIX

L
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Program Modification Committee

FROM:

School Superintendent

Date:

May 1, 1975

SUBJECT: Organization of the Program Modification Design for the 1975-76 Year

This office has carefully reviewed your recommendations concerning
the organization of the Program Modification Design for the 1975-76
year.
The formation of the 1975-76 PMC/ORION Committees is being
completed and the membership recommendations have been taken
into consideration.
Council,
All scheduling for meeting time for PMC, ORION, the Student
so
and Superintendent's Council will be taken into consideration
time.
same
the
at
fall
all
will
these
that

Allan 0. Crain

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO:
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MR. ALLAN CRAIN, SUPERINTENDENT

DATE:

April 29, 1975

FROM: PROGRAM MODIFICATION COMMITTEE AND ORION

SUBJECT:

ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM MODIFICATION DESIGN FOR THE 1975-76 YEAR

TABLE OF ORGANIZATION FOR PLANNING, COMMUNICATION, AND DECISION-MAKING:
SUPERINTENDENT

COUNCIL
3

STUDENTS

3

ORION

1

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

3

PMC

2

ADMINISTRATION

1

PLANT MANAGEMENT

STUDENT PERSONNEL
SERVICES OFFICER

ORION

PRINCIPAL

STUDENT COUNCIL

PMC

(Meets five days per week)

Boy's Dorm Council

Girl's Dorm Council

Table of Organization Alternatives for Planning, Communications, and Recommendations
of Modifications at Mt. Edgecumbe for the 1975-76 school year are as follows:
Three major groups recognized and urged to be involved in any
alternative organizations are: Student Council, ORION, and PMC.
Three members from each group be selected by each group to become
(No overlapping membership.)
members of a Superintendent's Council.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

That interested, prospective members will be encouraged to volunteer their
names to the Superintendent.
That recommendations of members be made to cover departmental representation
when possible.

